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Abstract 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is an organochloride pesticide that is ubiquitous within the 

environment due to its chemical stability. It is classified as a persistent organic 

pollutant, and has been predominantly used in the wood preservation industry. 

Workers and populations living close to PCP usage and production are exposed to it 

via inhalation and dermal absorption, and ingestion of contaminated food and water. 

It is lipophilic and is able to accumulate within various bodily systems, including the 

brain. Adverse effects of PCP have been reported to varying degrees in the immune, 

hepatic, and endocrine systems. Although neurological symptoms have been 

associated with PCP exposure, knowledge of mechanisms of neurotoxicity is limited. 

Elucidation of molecular mechanisms at a cellular level within neuronal cells is 

required to contribute toward the current gap in the knowledge of PCP neurotoxicity. 

The aim of the study was to evaluate the effects of PCP and its active metabolites, 

tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone (TCBQ) and tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ) in 

human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells.  

Effects on cell proliferation were assessed using the sulforhodamine B (SRB) assay. 

Flow cytometric analysis was employed to investigate effects on cell cycle using 

propidium iodide (PI), mode of cell death using Annexin V-FITC and PI, reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) using dichlorofluorescein, and mitochondrial membrane 

potential (Δᴪm) using JC-1 fluorescence. Caspase-3 activity was assessed with Ac-

DEVD-AMC, and glutathione (GSH) with monochlorobimane fluorescence. Effects on 

acetylcholinesterase (AChE) were assessed in vitro using the Ellman esterase 

assay, as well as in silico via molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation. 

The IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ and TCHQ were 80.0, 35.4, and 63.7 µM, 

respectively. Cell cycle disruptions were revealed in the form of a G1 block and a 

G2/M block as a result of PCP and TCHQ exposure, respectively, while TCBQ 

resulted in a prolonged S phase traverse. The predominant mode of cell death of 

PCP was necrosis, while TCBQ induced apoptosis. Exposure to TCHQ resulted in 

one of two fates, being either predominantly apoptotic or necrotic cell death. 

Decreased Δᴪm was an early event for all compounds, however, differed in their 

involvement of inducing ROS. Oxidative stress was an evident mechanism of PCP 

and TCBQ toxicity, as increased ROS was accompanied by lowered GSH, while 
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reductive stress leading to subsequent oxidative stress was indicated by increased 

ROS and GSH for TCHQ. All compounds yielded increased caspase-3 activity. The 

fate of TCHQ exposed cells was postulated as a switch from apoptosis to necrosis 

due to overwhelming ROS insult on apoptotic machinery, surpassing a threshold for 

apoptosis capability. Inhibition of AChE was observed by only TCHQ in vitro, the 

Ellman IC50 of which was 79.7 µM. In silico assessment supported a hypothesis of 

TCHQ inhibition of AChE, with TCHQ-acetate bound ligands binding AChE receptors 

with binding energies corresponding to the Ellman IC50. Binding stability was 

confirmed by molecular dynamics.  

Pentachlorophenol and its active metabolites exhibited different mechanisms of 

toxicity toward neuronal cells, leading to different modes of cell death. A new 

hypothesis for the molecular mechanism of TCHQ AChE inhibition was developed, 

and sets a platform for further investigation.  

 

 

Key words: Neurotoxicity, acetylcholinesterase inhibition, pentachlorophenol (PCP), 

tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone (TCBQ), tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ) 
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Chapter 1:  Literature review 
 
1.1  Pesticides 

Humans have generated and used many multitudes of approaches to pest control 

since the first agricultural revolution.1 As the human population began to increase 

exponentially, it became increasingly crucial to produce a maximum yield of crops in 

order to sustain continued growth, and thus emerged the industry of crop protection 

via pesticides, which has continued to evolve along with human population 

expansion.2 The first generation of chemical pesticides included highly toxic 

compounds such as hydrogen cyanide and arsenical compounds.3 Use of these was 

discontinued due to toxicity and inefficacy, and thus followed a second generation of 

synthetically manufactured organic compounds (compounds containing carbon).4 

Categories that fall within this second generation include organophosphates and 

organochlorides, each of which contain large subsets of compounds with varying 

degrees of effectiveness, toxicity, mechanisms of action, and accompanying 

regulations.5 These pesticides have the potential to be extremely harmful to the 

environment and human health, a well-known example of which is the 

organochloride, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), which has been banned in 

most countries due to its various modes of toxicity, including potent endocrine 

disruption.6 Due to the growing understanding of the dangers of pesticides used in 

agriculture and related industries, there have been a number of companies, 

congresses and treaties established that review evidence of the risks of individual 

pesticides, and put into motion suggestions of safety regulations, restrictions or bans 

that countries’ industries should follow.7-9 These processes can however be very 

lengthy, and a large wealth of information is required before decisions are made. 

Data for these decisions can come either directly from the company’s research 

department, or from independent studies.  

Pesticides may be classified according to their chemical structures, with some of the 

major groups including organophosphates, organochlorides, pyrethroids, 

carbamates, and growth regulators.5 Organophosphate pesticides have a 

hydrocarbon base and contain a phosphate group. They act on the central nervous 

system (CNS) of insects and other living organisms by irreversibly inhibiting 
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acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity, thereby causing parasympathetic 

overstimulation and damage to neuronal functioning, ultimately leading to death at 

high enough concentrations.10 Organochloride pesticides are chlorinated 

hydrocarbon molecules that can act against all pest classes with multiple 

mechanisms of action.11 Pyrethroids are synthetic analogues of the compound 

pyrethrin which is found naturally in the flower Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium. 

Pyrethroids are used as insecticides, and act as neurotoxins by interrupting the 

closure of axonal membrane sodium channels.12 Carbamate pesticides are 

compounds derived from carbamic acid, which act similarly to organophosphates, 

however the reaction with AChE is reversible.13  

The magnitude of pesticide usage has changed over the years with the emergence 

of genetically modified (GMO) crops, where seeds are genetically altered to be more 

resilient to either pesticides or pests themselves.14 Genetic modification to seeds 

may result in crop resistance to herbicidal pesticides, allowing for greater application 

levels of compounds acting against unwanted plant growth.15 Alternatively, or 

additionally, seeds may be modified in such a way that the plants may be more 

resilient to pests themselves, resulting in a lower need for application of insecticides, 

and thus lower levels of this type of pesticide per plantation acre are necessary. 

Although the relative levels of insecticide used on crops may be decreasing due to 

GMO advancement, this does not necessarily translate into a decrease in absolute 

pesticide levels as the continually expanding human population requires the 

continual growth of agricultural yield, and thus ever growing plantation sizes.16  

 

1.2  Pentachlorophenol  

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is an organochloride, which has been commonly used as a 

pesticide in the agricultural, textile, and wood preservation industries, as well as in 

disease vector control.17 In 1989, the World Health Organisation (WHO) stated that 

approximately 30 000 tonnes of PCP was manufactured per year. Production has 

largely diminished in the last few decades due to the increasing discoveries of the 

various dangers of PCP.18 The WHO has classified it as highly hazardous, and its 

use is largely restricted in many first world countries.19 Although new environmental 

insults in compliant areas are limited due to its restriction, it is still problematic as it is 
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considered to be a persistent organic pollutant (POP) due to its chemical structure 

being highly stable and not easily degradable.20 It is lipophilic, and accumulates in 

fats within food substances, and is thus increased in concentration at each trophic 

level.20 In addition, many third world countries do not take heed of toxicity warnings, 

and continue to use PCP regardless, particularly in wood preservation, as it is often 

cheaper and easier to use than alternative compounds.21 This results in exposure 

levels of workers to PCP in these industries to be dangerously high.22 Even 

individuals who are not closely affiliated with high exposure levels may be in danger 

of PCP exposure due to its ubiquitous environmental pollutant status in soil, water, 

air and food.18  

Pentachlorophenol has a chemical formula of C6Cl5OH, and contains an aromatic 

ring (Figure 1). The hydroxyl group is commonly substituted with sodium, forming 

sodium pentachlorophenol (Na-PCP), which is highly soluble in water.23 

Pentachlorophenol is produced either by the chlorination of phenols, or by hydrolysis 

of hexachlorobenzene.24 During manufacturing, impurities can arise, including 

variations of polychlorinated phenolic substances, particularly dioxins. Pure PCP is 

volatile, and is readily soluble in many organic solvents, as well as having a water 

solubility of 10-20 mg/mL.18,25 Levels of PCP have been reported for various different 

environmental sources, and have been described by the International Programme on 

Chemical Safety.17 Levels in general urban air may range between 5.7-7.8 ng/m3 

(0.02-0.03 pM), groundwater ≤ 23 µg/L (0.08 µM), and surface water 31.9 µg/L (0.12 

µM). These values increase the closer sampling is from the origin of PCP use or 

production. High levels of PCP in soil and plants range between 100 µg/kg to 45.6 

mg/kg. Animals such as fish and birds become contaminated when they come into 

contact with PCP, particularly in areas of high PCP use such as in wood preservation 

activities. In 2007, samples of guar gum which originated from India were found to be 

contaminated with excessively high levels of PCP.26 Guar gum is used as a stabiliser 

in many food substances, and the detection of levels of PCP greater than 1 000 

times that of acceptable concentrations in these samples raised great concern for 

contamination.27  
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Figure 1: Metabolism of pentachlorophenol (PCP).28 The active metabolites of PCP are 

tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone (TCBQ) and tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ). Reactive 

oxygen species are a by-product of PCP metabolism. NADP - nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide phosphate (oxidised), NADPH -Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(reduced), O2 - oxygen, H2O2 – hydrogen peroxide. 
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1.3  Pentachlorophenol usage and regulations 

Pesticide safety has gained much attention over the past 65 years, with many 

organisations being established in order to evaluate and put forward regulatory 

protocols for potentially harmful pesticides.5,7,8,29-31 South Africa is a signatory to a 

number of these, including the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic 

Pollutants (POPs),7 (signed in 2001, effective from 2004), the Rotterdam Convention 

on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals,8 and the 

Basel Convention.9 These are known as multilateral environmental agreements 

(MEA’s). Pentachlorophenol is currently banned in only six countries, namely, 

Switzerland, Sweden, New Zealand, Austria, Indonesia and India,19 but is registered 

for use (with varying restrictions) in South Africa, Cameroon, Northern America and 

Canada.5 

The Stockholm Convention on POPs7 stems from work by the POPs Review 

committee, which comprises experts nominated by the United Nations (UN) and aims 

to protect the environment as well as human health by restricting the production and 

use of chemicals that are deemed POPs. South Africa, being one of the first UN 

members, is a signatory, and must comply with these restrictions.32 South Africa has 

put forward a National Implementation Plan (NIP)30, which illustrates how they will 

implement and enforce regulations stipulated by the convention. This plan focuses 

on a number of organochlorides, however PCP is not included despite its clear 

environmental POP status. This may be because PCP was only introduced into the 

Stockholm Convention in 2015,7 thus the NIP needs to be amended. 

Pentachlorophenol is listed under Annex III of the Rotterdam Convention.8 Chemicals 

listed under this Annex are subject to Prior Informed Consent regulations, to which 

signatories of the convention, as well as all EU nations must adhere. This regulates 

the international trade of pesticides, including PCP, particularly regarding the import 

and export of it between EU and non-EU countries. Within this, the European 

Chemicals Agency has placed restrictions on PCP such that it may not be used, sold 

or bought as a substance, and when found in other substances, may not amount to 

more than 0.1% as a constituent.33 These regulations limit the import and export of 

PCP where EU nations are involved, however, policies in non-EU nations are not as 
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clear and stringent. South Africa is a signatory of the Rotterdam convention, and has 

a current status of an interim decision of no consent to import.8 

The Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM) has stated 

that insufficient progress has been made with regard to hazardous chemicals by 

these treaties, particularly in developing countries.29 In partnership with the United 

Nations Environmental Programme, efforts have been, and are currently being made 

to gather information on toxic chemicals and develop better, more coherent 

management strategies. They aim to achieve these goals by 2020.  

In September 2015, the South African Department of Environmental Affairs put 

forward a request for companies that produce, sell and export chemicals to provide 

information on certain chemicals contained within a request list, one of which was 

PCP.30 The information is required to develop appropriate management strategies of 

these chemicals, such that their use and distribution is in alignment with the MEA’s. 

Pesticides used in South Africa must be registered under South African National 

Pesticide Registration Authority,34 however this register is not readily available to the 

public, which may contribute to further unregulated use of PCP. 

In Northern America, PCP is currently under registration review (re-evaluation of 

registered pesticides every 15 years) for the US Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) at the office of Pesticide Programs.31 This review aims to evaluate if PCP 

meets Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act criteria.14 To be 

registered, a pesticide must produce no unreasonable harm to humans or the 

environment when used as stipulated. This agency regulates the sale and distribution 

of all pesticides in the USA, however an agency specific to South Africa of equivalent 

calibre with similar stringent regulations is not established, thus despite the 

accumulating body of evidence that PCP is in fact harmful on various levels, its use 

in Africa is not highly regulated.35 Ongoing efforts to develop effective techniques for 

the environmental remediation of PCP are currently under investigation, and range 

from chemical and enzymatic remediation agents to synthetically engineered 

techniques such as nanoparticles involved in PCP degradation.36-38  
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1.4  Pharmacokinetics of pentachlorophenol 

I. Absorption 

Pentachlorophenol can enter into human circulation via inhalation, dermal 

absorption, or consumption of contaminated food or drinking water.39 Exposure 

levels in humans are dependent on the context to which an individual is exposed. 

Workers occupationally exposed to PCP have above acceptable levels of PCP in 

their body, which mostly arise due to contaminated air inhalation and skin contact, 

while others may be exposed to lower levels, mainly via ingestion of contaminated 

food or drinking water.22 This contamination occurs most commonly in areas either 

near to where PCP is manufactured, or where it is used on a large scale. Both of the 

afore mentioned circumstances can be considered as chronic exposure if exposed 

over months or years. Chronic exposure may continually cause damage to human 

bodily functioning, as recovery of the exposure effects does not occur, and is further 

compounded by PCP accumulation within the body.40 It is estimated that daily human 

ingestion of PCP via contaminated food accounts for between 0.1-6 µg/day.17 

Inhalation of PCP in indoor wood treated areas may range between 10-160 µg/m3 

(0.038 – 0.601 nM), while in untreated areas, inhalation levels17 are lower than 0.1 

µg/m3. Oral ingestion LD50 values of PCP in rats can range from 27-211 mg/kg body 

weight.41 The LC50 for PCP inhalation in rats has been reported at 0.2-2.1 mg/L (0.75 

– 7.88 µM),5 with dermal LD50 ranging between 96-330 mg/kg.41 Dermal absorption 

may be enhanced if the skin is pre-exposed to certain chemicals. In particular, Qiao 

et al. found that pre-exposure to the carcinogen, benzopyrene, resulted in highly 

increased dermal absorption rates of PCP.42 In addition to external sources, PCP 

can occur in circulation if other chlorinated phenols are introduced into the body and 

metabolised to PCP. Substances that can be metabolised to PCP include 

hexachlorobenzene, pentachloronitrobenzene, and benzene hexachloride isomers.17  

 

II. Distribution 

In humans, the highest levels of PCP are found in the kidneys and liver, whilst also 

occurring in fats, muscles and the CNS.18 Distribution of substances in body tissues 

is described by the substance’s bioconcentration factor (BFA), which is the 
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concentration of the substance divided by the surrounding concentration. The BFA of 

PCP in the liver is considered at 5.7, the brain at 3.3, and blood and spleen tissue 

both at 1.4.43  

 

III. Metabolism 

Once PCP has been introduced into the body, it is partially metabolised in the liver 

into two main active metabolites of interest: tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone (TCBQ), 

and tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ) (Figure 1).44 Although precise enzymatic 

pathways of PCP metabolism are not well characterised in humans, its dechlorination 

appears to be a function of cytochrome P450, and has been shown to induce 

CYP1A1 activity.28 A moderate amount of PCP is excreted via urine without being 

metabolically altered.17 Pentachlorophenol is also conjugated with glucuronic acid to 

a small extent.45 Specifically, PCP is initially metabolised into either TCHQ for the 

first branch pathway, or tetrachlorocatechol for the alternative branch pathway. In the 

first branch, TCHQ is oxidised to tetrachloro-1,4-benzosemiquinone and further 

oxidised to TCBQ, the by-product of which is hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The latter is 

known to cause oxidative stress and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage. In the 

second pathway, tetrachlorocatechol is also oxidised via similar reactions to 

tetrachloro-1,2-benzosemiquinone and tetrachloro-1,2-benzoquinone (Figure 1).28  

 

IV. Excretion 

Ahlborg et al. found that 41-43% of unaltered PCP is excreted via urine in rats.46 The 

TCBQ concentration in urine can range from 5-24% in rats and mice. 

Tetrachlorohydroquinone has been found in the urine of occupationally exposed 

workers.22 Pentachlorophenol levels in urine of exposed workers is approximately     

1 mg/L (3.75 µM), while levels in the non-chronically exposed population have been 

reported at 0.01 mg/L (0.038 µM).18  A minor amount of PCP is eliminated in 

faeces.47 Excretion half-lives of PCP in humans are still controversial, with some 

studies indicating slower half-lives than others.40,48 Elimination half-lives cannot be 

extrapolated from rat models as rats have been shown to have much faster 

elimination rates of PCP, regardless of which human study half-life it is referenced 
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against.47 It is thought that humans metabolise PCP less readily than rats, and time 

for elimination when acutely exposed to PCP can be a few days, while the half-life 

elimination when chronically exposed can be a few weeks.48 Human volunteers 

exposed to controlled amounts of PCP, were found to have an elimination half-life of 

17 days, with a slow clearance rate of 0.07 mL/min.45 This slow elimination is 

postulated to be due to strong binding to plasma proteins. In addition, a faster 

elimination rate of PCP was noted when subjects’ pH was raised with sodium 

bicarbonate.45  

 

1.5  Effects of pentachlorophenol and its active metabolites in the body 

Pentachlorophenol uncouples oxidative phosphorylation in the mitochondria, leading 

to excessive heat production, and accentuated metabolism. Lethal doses of PCP 

cause a highly increased respiratory rate followed by respiratory and cardiac arrest.39 

If PCP comes into contact with epithelial tissue it can cause irritation, manifesting as 

redness, swelling and tissue damage, particularly in the eyes. Neurological effects 

have been reported in the form of tremors, the loss of righting reflex (in rats), and an 

altered state of consciousness manifested by drowsiness, nausea, irritability and 

headaches.49 A limited amount of literature exists regarding PCP toxicity at a 

neuronal level, with a study suggesting the possible involvement of oxidative stress 

in cytotoxicity, as well as cell cycle disruptions.50 This study did not, however include 

investigation of the active metabolites, and thus does not provide an indication of 

neurotoxic effects in its entirety. 

Adverse effects of PCP and its active metabolites have been demonstrated to 

varying degrees in the immune, hepatic, neurological and endocrine systems.28,51,52 It 

has been deemed a possible human carcinogen by the International Agency for 

Research on Cancer,23 and has been linked to multiple types of cancer, including 

hematopoietic cancers such as non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, soft tissue sarcomas, and 

hepatocellular adenomas among others.53,54 It has been shown to be clastogenic 

(induces chromosomal damage) in mammalian cells in vitro, as well as in 

lymphocytes of exposed persons in vivo.55 Pentachlorophenol is an endocrine 

disruptor, as it reduces levels of thyroid hormone and other hormones, thus impairing 

growth and reproduction processes in organisms.56,52 Hepatotoxicity has been 
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demonstrated by an increase in liver weight and increased activity of liver enzymes.57 

Shroeder et al. further demonstrated the mechanistics of hepatotoxicity where PCP 

and its metabolites, TCHQ and TCBQ exhibited cytotoxicity between 68 and 130 µM 

in HepG2 cells. Induction of hepatic CYP1A1 activity was noted for the compounds, 

and all compounds induced mitochondrial depolarisation , while only the metabolites 

produced reactive oxygen species (ROS).28 Pentachlorophenol can also hamper 

porphyrin and normal renal metabolism,57 and in rats, interferes with foetal 

development.58 The no-observed-adverse-effects level (NOAEL) of PCP for 

fetotoxicity is between 5-30 mg/kg body weight per day.18,59 Immunotoxicity has been 

demonstrated in mice exposed to PCP that show an increased susceptibility to 

tumour formation,60 as well as a decreased humoral immune response, however the 

latter may be due to impurities found within technical grade PCP.61 

Tetrachlorohydroquinone is considered genotoxic as it causes DNA damage in the 

form of single strand breaks when binding DNA, as well as DNA mutations.62 It is 

more potently genotoxic than the accompanying by-product of its formation, H2O2, 

and the combination of the two compounds as found in organic systems can also 

cause extensive oxidative stress.63 Tetrachlorohydroquinone can also impair DNA 

repair mechanisms, thus contributing to its mutagenic abilities.63 Tetrachloro-1,4-

benzoquinone has been shown to cause oxidative damage as well as induce pro-

inflammatory activity by promoting the release of the cytokine mediator molecule, 

high mobility group protein 1 (HMGB1).64  

Although there have been a number of studies elucidating effects of PCP in humans 

and in animal models, there is still much to be discovered of the effects and 

mechanisms of its major metabolites. As PCP is a compound that affects such a 

broad range of bodily systems and functions, there are many areas where extensive 

mechanistic research has not yet been satisfactorily covered, particularly with regard 

to its neurotoxic effects. 

 

1.6  Neurotoxicity 

Neurotoxicity can manifest via multiple pathways, which ultimately leads to either 

abnormal or diminished brain functioning as a result of neuronal cell death or 
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compromise.65 Neurological effects of PCP poisoning can be seen by symptoms 

such as varying degrees of loss of consciousness, nausea, headaches, confusion, 

delusions, loss of balance and inhibition, behavioural abnormalities, as well as a 

decrease in sensorimotor abilities including muscle weakness, loss of muscle control 

and loss of sensation.49 The presence of these symptoms indicates the ability of PCP 

to cross the blood brain barrier. The onset of neurotoxicity may appear immediately, 

or may be delayed, depending on the mode of action, as well as the amount and 

duration of toxin exposure.49 

 

1.6.1 In vitro methods used to assess neurotoxicity 

Testing for toxicity of substances has evolved substantially with the continuing 

development of evaluation methods, as well as with the growing variety of models 

upon which testing can be performed. In vitro testing has allowed for in depth 

mechanisms to be unravelled in terms of toxicity as the models allow for controlled 

exposure to toxins.66 One cell line commonly used in neurotoxicity evaluation is 

PC12, which is of neuronal embryonic rat origin. Although useful in the assessment 

of developmental neurotoxicity, it is not a good representation of mature neuronal 

cells in adult humans.67 The SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cell line is also 

commonly employed for neurotoxicity testing. Despite some innate limitations, this 

cell line is commonly used to elucidate effects that substances would have on human 

neurons.68 This cell line has been shown to exhibit similar biochemistry and 

morphology to human neuronal cells,69 however the drawbacks of it should be noted. 

The SH-SY5Y cell line is cancerous, and therefore harbours differences to non-

cancerous neurons in its relative hallmark mutations. The cells of this model are also 

undifferentiated, and therefore do not exhibit the same maturity markers, metabolism, 

or synaptic connections as mature neurons.70 Other in vitro models include the 

differentiation of SH-SY5Y cells with retinoic acid, which yields cells more 

characteristic of mature neurons in terms of maturity markers and metabolism,71 or 

three-dimensional cell culture models which attempt to simulate in vivo 

architecture.72 The undifferentiated SH-SY5Y cell line has nonetheless been 

established as an in vitro model for neurotoxicity evaluation in research history, and 
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as such, this cell line was used in this study to determine neurotoxicity of PCP and its 

metabolites.  

 

1.6.2 Processes involved in neurotoxicity 

An essential mechanism to evaluate toxicity is the mode of cell death.73 Toxic 

compounds can induce cell death through a number of pathways, two common 

endpoints of which are apoptosis and necrosis.74  

 

I. Apoptosis 

Apoptosis is commonly known as programmed cell death, and can occur in two 

broad pathways, namely the intrinsic pathway, where cell death is initiated as the cell 

detects internal stress stimuli, or the extrinsic pathway, where apoptosis is initiated in 

response to signalling molecules originating from surrounding cells which bind cell 

surface receptors.75 Apoptosis is characterised by the condensing of the nucleus and 

cytoplasm, with membrane blebbing, followed by the cell breaking into apoptotic 

bodies.76 These are subsequently engulfed by phagocytes in vivo, which recognise 

the apoptotic cell by the externally presented phosphatidylserine (PS), which is 

absent on the outer surface membrane of healthy cells.77 The process of apoptosis 

once initiated, is irreversible, and is tightly regulated.78   

The intrinsic pathway of apoptosis (Figure 2) is commonly activated upon 

mitochondrial membrane permeability alteration, either as the mitochondria swells 

and the membrane subsequently ruptures, or by the creation of pores in the 

mitochondrial membrane.75 This causes apoptosis effectors to leak out of the 

mitochondria. Two pertinent molecules released from the mitochondria include 

second mitochondria-derived activator of caspases (SMAC), and cytochrome c (cyt 

c).79,80 Proteins such as SMAC deactivate inhibitor of apoptosis proteins (IAPs), 

which allows for the activation of caspases.81 Caspases are protease enzymes that 

can induce apoptosis by the degradation of cellular protein. At least thirteen caspase 

types have been discovered, seven of which are specifically involved in apoptosis.82 

Apoptotic caspases may be divided into initiator and executioner classes, the latter of 
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which is activated by the former.82 The second mentioned mitochondrial derived 

apoptosis effector, cyt c, works for example by forming an apoptosome by binding 

and cleaving pro-caspase-9 into the active initiator caspase-9, which can activate 

executioner caspase-3, ultimately eventuating apoptosis.83 

The extrinsic pathway of apoptosis (Figure 2) can be activated by the binding of 

signalling molecules originating from surrounding cells to extracellular membrane 

receptors.75 Apoptosis in this manner can occur through many mechanisms, such as 

via the binding of tumour necrosis factor-α (TNFα), (usually originating from activated 

macrophages) to TNF receptors, which activates death domain containing proteins 

and caspases, and ultimately results in cell death.84 Another such mechanism is by 

the binding of apoptosis stimulating fragment (Fas) to the Fas receptor, causing the 

creation of death-inducing signalling complex (DISC), which contains caspases, and 

may either activate other caspases, or induce the mitochondria to release further 

apoptosis signals.85 Extrinsic pathways often lead to the activation of caspase-8, and 

subsequently caspase-3, thus having a similar endpoint as the intrinsic pathway. 

Caspases, are not however always involved in apoptosis.75 

Upstream of this, p53 can respond to a number of different cell stress stimuli to 

induce either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis through a plethora of different pathways, 

implicating both intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis.86 Cell death via apoptosis can be 

less acutely damaging to surrounding cells than necrosis, as apoptotic bodies are 

formed, which are engulfed and removed by phagocytes before cellular contents are 

spilled to the external environment.76 Abnormal rates of apoptosis can result in 

adverse consequences, where reduced apoptosis may contribute to cancer, while 

accentuated apoptosis results in atrophy of the area and thus possible diminished 

functioning.76 

 

II. Necrosis 

Necrosis is a mode of cell death where the cell dies as a result of external trauma. It 

is initiated as substances bind extracellular receptors and the integrity of the plasma 

membrane is compromised (Figure 2).87 The necrotic cell ultimately ruptures, 

expelling its contents, which initiates an inflammatory response and bars 
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phagocytosis of the harmful cell debris, thus potentiating the effect on surrounding 

cells.88 Necrosis can be identified by the swelling of cellular components and 

cytoplasm, with membrane damage leading to cell rupture and release of harmful cell 

contents into the surrounding area.75 Reactive oxygen species have been found to 

play roles in necrotic cell death by contributing to the damage of cellular contents 

such as proteins, enzymes, and DNA.89  

 

 

Figure 2: Mechanisms of cell death. Multiple pathways may lead to apoptosis or necrosis, 

involving cascades of cell death related events and their crosstalk. Arrows indicate flow of 

events. (image produced in Microsoft Paint version 6.1.).  

SMAC - second mitochondria-derived activator of caspases, DISC - death-inducing 

signalling complex, ER – endoplasmic reticulum, Δᴪm – mitochondrial membrane potential, 

ROS – reactive oxygen species, TNFα – tumour necrosis factor α, GSH – reduced 

glutathione, GSSG – oxidised glutathione.  
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III. Cell cycle 

The cell cycle (Figure 3) is a process through which a eukaryotic cell progresses 

through multiple phases which ultimately lead toward mitotic division.90 A daughter 

cell emerging from the mitosis of a mature cell starts its cell cycle progression in the 

Gap 1 phase (G1).90 In this phase, the cell undergoes maturation, whereupon it 

grows in size, and produces an assemblage of histones and messenger ribonucleic 

acid (mRNA) in early preparation for eventual mitosis.91 It is during the latter period 

of this phase where a cell is committed to mitosis, wherewith the cell will continue in 

its cell cycle progression towards mitotic (M) phase. Alternatively, a cell may enter 

into the G0 phase, a non-proliferative state of quiescence (reversible), senescence, 

or differentiated cells (irreversible).92 The destiny of a cell to become non-cycling or 

proliferative is determined by the G1/S checkpoint.93 Here, the cell will be committed 

to mitosis if cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) forms a CDK-cyclin E complex, and 

cyclin-CDK-dependent transcription is activated, allowing for the progression into S 

phase.93 

 

Figure 3: Cell cycle phases and checkpoints. Cells in G1 phase undergo early preparation 
for mitosis, and transition through the G1/S checkpoint to S phase where DNA replication 
occurs. Cells then enter into G2, where further preparations for mitosis occur. Cells then 
pass through the G2/M checkpoint into M phase where mitosis occurs (image produced in 
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010). 
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This second stage of the interphase of cell cycle, termed S phase, involves the 

duplication of DNA in preparation for mitosis, a process which is highly regulated and 

conserved in order to prevent the arise of mutations.90 Following successful DNA 

replication, the cell will enter into the Gap 2 phase (G2), where further preparations 

for mitosis occur, involving the continuation of cell growth, and substantial protein 

production.90 The cell will arrive at the G2/M checkpoint when a threshold level of 

cyclin B1/CDK1 complex has been reached.94 This checkpoint will not be passed if 

DNA damage is present, the impasse of which is mediated by transcription factor p53 

among a plethora of other signalling molecules.95 Assuming no DNA damage occurs, 

the cell will then progress to M phase, where, through a complex and well 

established series of events, the cell is divided into two identical daughter cells, each 

possessing a full diploid (humans) set of chromosomes, and each of which will 

continue in its own cell cycle.96  

Cessation of cell proliferation, or cell death may arise following cell cycle disruption 

pertaining to any of the aforementioned phases, harbouring differing characteristics 

depending on the point of disruption.97 Cell cycle blocks occur as the cell is unable to 

pass to subsequence phases, and are manifested by an accumulation of cells in the 

phase before the relevant checkpoint. Cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase often leads to 

a non-proliferative state, however assuming continued cellular activity, may not 

necessitate cell death, in which case cytostatic rather than cytotoxic effects are 

manifested.98 The onset of resultant cell cycle arrest or cell death from a G1 block is 

frequently mediated by the activation of p53 and p21 in response to DNA damage.99 

This activation initiates either an attempt at DNA repair, or in the case of irreparable 

damage, apoptosis.100 Progression to S phase is obstructed at the G1/S checkpoint 

upon the binding of transcription repressors such as retinoblastoma (RB) to 

elongation factor (E2F) transcription factors.101 The progression past this checkpoint 

will only occur once a cascade of cyclin phosphorylation reverses the transcription 

repression, and cyclin E complexes with CDK2. This may only be activated in the 

presence of cell division cycle 25A (CDC25A), a phosphatase which is ubiquinated 

and degraded under G1 arrest conditions.102 It should be noted that cell cycle arrest 

in the G1 phase is not synonymous with quiescence or senescence, however cell 

cycle arrest may lead to these states. Quiescence primarily arises due to a depletion 

of growth factors, and is easily reversible, while senescence, as induced by CDK 
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inhibitors, exhibits cellular hypertrophy due to a continuation of growth stimulation 

under the influence of cell cycle arrest, and is analogous to a permanent state of 

quiescence.98  

S phase blocks are strong indicators of DNA damage that may occur during the 

process of DNA replication.103 The presence of persisting Okazaki fragments in the 

lagging strand of DNA synthesis indicate incomplete DNA duplication, and thus the 

cell will not be permitted to progress to the next phase of the cell cycle.104 The 

inability to repair replication errors that occur during DNA synthesis will also result in 

a cell’s inability to progress with the cycle.105 Cells in such states will ultimately fall 

out of the cell cycle into cell death, as denoted by sub-G1, where cellular contents 

and DNA are degraded in a cascade of events leading to apoptosis.106  

The occurrence of a G2/M block yields a great propensity for translation into cell 

death, and arises as a cell cannot pass the G2/M checkpoint in response to DNA 

damage accumulated in S phase.107 Such instances result in the activation of 

checkpoint kinase 1 (Chk1) by DNA repair helicase (rad3), which in turn inhibits 

CDC25 and activates wee1. This causes the inhibition of CDK1 (previously named 

CDC2) binding cyclin B, and a resultant arrest in progression to M phase.108,109 

Alternatively, a G2/M block may be indicative of an impasse reached at the spindle 

check point of metaphase during mitotic division.110 This checkpoint exists to prevent 

aneuploidy due to improper chromosomal spindle binding and separation, the 

regulation of which is largely dependent on mitotic arrest deficient (MAD) proteins, 

anaphase promoting complex (APC), CDC20, among a milieu of further spindle 

checkpoint factors.111 A block at this point may suggest damage to microtubules 

essential for proper spindle functioning.112 Cell death is often cell cycle dependent,113 

and the characteristic cell cycle block of a toxin is often a strong indicator of the 

mechanisms leading to cell demise, as well as the point at which damage is inflicted. 

 

IV. Cell cycle considerations in neurons 

Regarding neuronal cells, the role of the cell cycle is different to that of most other 

somatic cell types, as mature neurons are fully differentiated, and thus are in a post-

mitotic, non-proliferative state.114 Upon maturation, the neuron enters into a 
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permanently maintained cell cycle arrest by strict cell cycle regulation. It is thought 

that this is achieved primarily by the maintenance of RB bound to E2F, a complex 

which bars a quiescent cell from re-entering the cell cycle.115 A number of cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) also appear to play a role,116 however the 

mechanisms are not well described. The dysregulation of E2F, accompanied by the 

upregulation of cyclin D-CDK4/6 causes RB phosphorylation, which liberates the two 

molecules from each other and initiates apoptosis before the G1/S checkpoint is 

passed, a process coined “abortive cell cycle re-entry”.114 Alternatively, this apoptosis 

fate may be eventuated due to cyclin E and CDK2 response to insuperable DNA 

damage, wherein apoptosis occurs after entry into S phase.117 In post-mitotic cells, 

the maintenance of a non-proliferative state is a highly dynamic and active process, 

and the disruption of cell cycle regulation can result in the re-entry of a post-mitotic 

neuron into the cell cycle, which leaves it highly vulnerable to cell death. This cell 

cycle re-entry and susceptibility to cell death is postulated to cause, or be implicated 

in neurodegenerative diseases, as well as contribute to more acute neuronal 

insults.118  

Cell cycle proteins have been discovered to be expressed in post-mitotic neurons, 

and have been found to play a role in neuronal plasticity and DNA repair.119 Double 

strand breaks (DSB) commonly arise in DNA as a result of oxidative stress in the 

cell, which may originate as a normal by-product of oxidative phosphorylation, or due 

to high levels of aberrant ROS occurrence.120 In proliferative cells, DSBs are rectified 

by DNA repair processes which rely on cell cycling,121 however since neurons do not 

abide putative cell cycling, neurons must rely on alternative, or at least, modified 

mechanisms for DNA repair.122 Cell cycle components discovered in post-mitotic 

neurons in response to DNA damage include G1 progression factors such as 

phosphorylated RB, cyclin C and D, and CDK4/6, which appear to stimulate non-

homologous end joining of DSBs.114 Despite cell cycle proteins’ presence, cells 

undergoing DNA repair do not progress to S-phase, indicating that complete cell 

cycling is not re-established during this process.123 The inhibition of S-phase 

progression is thought to be achieved by ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM),124 the 

dysregulation of which may promote abortive cell cycle re-entry.125  

Neuroplasticity refers to the brain’s ability to continuously and dynamically change 

the structure and function of neurons throughout post developmental life. This 
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process is essential for brain functioning, learning, cognition, memory formation and 

other adaptations.126 Cell cycle proteins that have been implicated in neuroplasticity 

include, but are not limited to, cyclins B, D and E, and CDKs 1, 2, 4 and 5. Their roles 

in plasticity appear to be centred around microtubule and cytoskeleton control in the 

neuron.127,128  One such mechanism thereof involves the inhibition of CDK 5 by cyclin 

E, which precludes the binding of p35 or p39, ensuing plasticity.129 Conditions of 

synaptic connectivity loss have also been found to enhance the expression of cell 

cycle proteins in an apparent attempt to remodel and compensate for neuron loss.119 

Unlike neuronal DNA repair processes that express mainly G1 components, the 

plethora of cell cycle associated proteins involved in neuroplasticity have putative 

origins from all cell cycle phases. The exact mechanisms by which cell cycle proteins 

are involved in neuroplasticity are currently poorly understood. It is known however 

that the disruption of the implicated proteins gives rise to abnormal plasticity 

functioning.119  

Contrary to historical belief, neurogenesis still occurs in the adult brain, particularly in 

the subgranular zone of the denate gyrus (which is found in the hippocampus), as 

well as in the subventricular zone.130 The neurogenesis in this area implicates the 

striatum, which is responsible for cognition, planning, and reward systems among 

others.131 Unlike other brain areas, these regions within the CNS exhibit a cell cycle 

more characteristic of proliferative cells, and thus may be more susceptible to 

exogenous compounds that exert effects on the cell cycle.132 The hippocampus is 

responsible for memory formation, wherein about 700 new neurons are formed per 

day, and damage relating to cell cycle progression of neurons within this region may 

translate to impaired functioning of memory, learning and cognitive plasticity.133  

 

V. The role of reactive oxygen species, mitochondrial membrane 
potential and glutathione in cell death 

Oxidative stress, changes in mitochondrial membrane potential (Δᴪm), and 

glutathione play pivotal roles in toxicology, and their dynamic crosstalk contribute 

substantially to cell death.134-136 Reactive oxygen species are created as a normal 

by-product of oxidative phosphorylation in cellular metabolism, and are required for 

normal cell functioning. Under pathological conditions it is well known that excessive 
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increases in ROS can influence or cause cellular damage or cell death.137 Oxidative 

stress occurs upon the imbalance of oxidant and antioxidant levels, and is often a 

result of targeted drugs or exogenous toxins such as pesticides or other 

xenobiotics.138,139 Excessive ROS can lead to cell death by oxidative damage to a 

host of cellular components, which can trigger a cascade of apoptotic signalling 

(Figure 2). Damage to DNA can include various forms of DNA mutations or DSB, 

while damage inflicted on proteins can result in impaired enzyme functioning, as well 

as disruption of non-enzyme proteins.140 Oxidative stress may also cause damage to 

lipids, consequently compromising phospholipid membrane bilayers, and thus the 

integrity of membrane bound organelles, such as mitochondria.141  

Reactive oxygen species mediated cell death may occur in a mitochondria-

dependent or independent manner.142 Mitochondria-dependent cell death is 

commonly associated with the intrinsic apoptosis pathway, and is frequently triggered 

by oxidative damage to mitochondrial DNA, which causes impairment of cellular 

respiration and in turn creates more ROS.143 This cycle, along with direct ROS action 

on the mitochondrial phospholipid bilayer, leads to a reduction in Δᴪm, which 

translates to mitochondrial membrane permeabilization, and subsequent leakage of 

apoptotic factors (Figure 2).144 Alternatively, increased ROS associated with Δᴪm 

collapse may not be the primary trigger, but a secondary outcome which exacerbates 

the situation. Mitochondrial dysfunction can arise from the disruption of cellular 

metabolism through the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation, a process known to 

occur due to PCP.145 Reactive oxygen species involvement in mitochondria-

independent cell death often pertains to the death receptor pathway. Activation of 

Fas receptors can cause ROS production by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

phosphate (NADPH) oxidase, which subsequently ubiquinates FLICE-like inhibitory 

protein (FLIPL), an anti-apoptotic factor, marking it for destruction, ultimately leading 

to apoptosis.146 Activation of TNF receptor 1, while normally associated with 

apoptosis, has been reported to induce necrosis in some cell lines, with an 

accompanied association of ROS accumulation and mitochondrial dysfunction.147 In 

addition, necrotic cell death has been demonstrated to occur due to a burst of ROS 

in neurons with altered Δᴪm.148 Excessive ROS production has also been implicated 

in cell cycle and aberrant cell cycle re-entry in mature neurons.149 
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Glutathione is the most prominent non-protein modulator of cellular redox and ROS 

regulation. It exists in two forms, namely reduced glutathione (GSH) and oxidised 

glutathione (glutathione disulphide) (GSSG), which serves to protect cells against 

oxidative stress.150 Under normal circumstances, GSH is oxidised by ROS to GSSG, 

thus neutralising ROS and preventing it from exerting oxidative stress on other 

cellular components.150 Reduced glutathione is then recycled by glutathione 

reductase which converts it back to GSH. Severe oxidative stress is usually 

accompanied by a depletion of GSH, as the redox maintenance system is 

overwhelmed by increased ROS levels, which often leads to the induction of 

apoptosis (Figure 2). Cell death may occur as results of unchecked ROS, or may be 

signalled more directly due to an altered GSH redox state.143 Alternatively, GSH 

depletion may not be triggered by ROS, but may be due to the direct action of an 

exogenous compound on the GSH molecule itself, or due to dysregulation of GSH 

synthesis.151 These events will, however, lead to secondary ROS accumulation and 

oxidative stress. The severity of GSH depletion and oxidative stress can determine 

the fate of a cell, where moderate alterations will lead to apoptosis, while greater 

redox disruptions triggers a switch from apoptosis to necrosis if cellular apoptotic 

mechanisms are no longer able to cope with the inflicted damage.152  

 

VI. Acetylcholinesterase 

Acetylcholine (Ach) is a cholinergic neurotransmitter involved in many neurological 

functions. In the peripheral nervous system, its release from motor neuron synapses 

in the neuromuscular junction and subsequent binding to receptors causes muscle 

contraction.153 It occurs in the sympathetic nervous system as an intermediate 

neurotransmitter, and in the parasympathetic nervous system as an end 

neurotransmitter.154 In the CNS, ACh functions as a neuromodulator, and controls 

processes in cholinergic areas of the brain.155 Acetylcholinesterase is a hydrolase 

enzyme that catalyses the breakdown of Ach into acetate and choline (Figure 4), and 

thus regulates ACh levels and duration of action.156 A common target for nerve 

agents is AChE, where its activity is inhibited, thus allowing for unchecked 

accumulation of ACh.157 This results in disrupted neurotransmission due to a 

hyperstimulated cholinergic nervous system, leading to impaired brain functioning, as 
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manifested by neurological symptoms such as headache, confusion, anxiety, 

convulsion, or coma.156 In addition, AChE inhibition can result in an exaggeration of 

parasympathetic functioning, which results in a plethora of symptoms mnemonically 

known as ‘SLUDGE syndrome’. This includes hypersecretion (particularly of 

lacrimental, salivary and sweat glands), diarrhoea, vomiting, and muscle tetanus. In 

severe cases, death may occur due to failed respiration as a result of muscle 

paralysis of the lungs, or an accumulation of liquid in the lungs.158 Pharmacological 

treatment for acute AChE-inhibitor poisoning focuses on the suppression of 

symptoms with the use of anticholinergic drugs such as atropine.159 Many   

pesticides are AChE inhibitors, including carbamates, organophosphates and 

organochlorides.156 As PCP is classified as an organochloride, it is expected to act 

as an AChE inhibitor. While it has yet to be empirically confirmed in humans, the 

respiratory failure and neurological symptoms associated with the clinical 

presentation of PCP poisoning suggest the possibility of cholinergic pathway 

involvement.49  

Acetylcholinesterase contains a deep active site gorge, and consists of an anionic 

and an esteractic subsite (Figure 4). The anionic subsite is predominantly populated 

by aromatic amino acids such as tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine, which allow 

for the binding of aromatic-based inhibitors which bar the entry of ACh into the active 

site.160 In particular, tryptophan 84 is highly conserved in AChE throughout different 

species and is crucial for AChE activity. Within the esteractic subsite, the amino 

acids, histidine 440, glutamate 327 and serine 200 are responsible for the catalytic 

action of the enzyme.161 The binding of exogenous compounds within this active site 

leads to competitive AChE inhibition, as they directly impede ACh access to the 

binding site, preventing hydrolysis of ACh (Figure 4).  

The extent of an inhibitor’s pathological impact depends largely on the reversibility of 

its binding. Irreversible inhibitors typically bind covalently with the enzymes, causing 

a permanent protein conformation change, which disallow normal enzymatic reaction 

processes to take place.162 As this change is permanent, enzyme functionality is not 

regained, leading to severe, pathological outcomes. This kind of inhibition is typically 

seen in nerve agents and pesticides, which inhibit AChE activity, such as 

organophosphates, however these are not exclusively classed as irreversible.156 

Conversely, reversible inhibitors bind and exert a transient effect before they are 
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cleared, and leave the enzyme intact to continue normal functioning. This kind of 

AChE inhibitor does not tend to lead to as severe adverse effects as in the case of 

irreversible inhibitors, and are in fact used in a therapeutic capacity for the treatment 

of diseases, the most common of which is Alzheimer’s disease.163 Such drugs 

include tacrine and galanthamine.  

 

Figure 4: Depiction of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) action. Acetylcholine (ACh) is cleaved in 

the AChE active site gorge into acetate and choline. Inhibitor molecules capable of entering 

and binding the active site may inhibit ACh cleavage (image produced in Microsoft Paint 

version 6.1.). 

 

Enzyme inhibitors can further be classed as competitive, non-competitive, or 

uncompetitive, and are determined by changes in maximum rate of reaction (Vmax) 

and Michaelis constant (Km) values in Lineweaver-Burk plots.164 Km values 

represent the concentration of a substrate for which the rate of reaction is half of 

Vmax. Competitive inhibitors typically act by binding the active site of an enzyme, 

thus barring substrate entry, and serve to outcompete the substrate for a place in the 
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active site.165 The extent of competitive inhibition thus depends on relative substrate 

concentration, where greater substrate concentrations may usurp inhibitor binding, 

thus competitive inhibition is indicated by a change in the Km value.164 The hallmark 

of this type of inhibition is that substrate and inhibitor binding is mutually exclusive. 

Non-competitive inhibitors harbour equal binding affinity as the substrate, and do not 

depend on substrate concentration, and are thus indicated by a change in Vmax 

accompanied by a constant Km value.165 The binding of substrate and non-

competitive inhibitors are not necessarily mutually exclusive, often conferring 

allosteric inhibition, where the inhibitor binds a site separate to that of the active site. 

Uncompetitive inhibition is indicated by a change in both Vmax and Km, and may 

only bind when the substrate-enzyme complex is already formed.166 For all enzyme 

inhibitors, the binding affinity plays a key role in inhibition, where sufficient binding 

affinity is required to execute activity. In particular, the greater the binding affinity 

confers greater potential for inhibition and greater potency in the case of competitive 

inhibitors.165 The absence of appropriate binding affinity and compatibility would 

result in inactivity against an enzyme. The characterisation of an AChE inhibitor’s 

action at a molecular level is crucial not only to the understanding of such inhibition 

and the resultant systemic effects, but also to the development and advancement of 

treatments toward AChE inhibitor poisoning.  

 

1.7  In silico ligand binding analysis 

The use of in silico research techniques are rapidly being adopted among 

researchers of diverse disciplines, particularly within health related fields. It refers to 

research conducted via computational methods, and has great potential for 

application in the technological age as methods continue to become more 

sophisticated, accurate and advanced.167 Furthermore, it is with the emergence of 

ever increasingly powerful high performance computing (supercomputers), which 

accede to the running of highly complex algorithms and simulations.168 Such tools 

allow for in depth analysis of systems biology, with applications in medicine, drug 

discovery, and toxicology among others. When combined with in vitro or in vivo 

assessment, this yields a powerful research platform as it provides a holistic frame of 

insight into the topic of interest.169 In drug discovery, potential drug targets for a 
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disease are determined, and a drug can be modelled as a ligand to target the 

determined receptor.170 Further in silico assessment such as molecular docking is 

performed to help predict drug actions in vivo, and to optimise specificity to the target 

in order to reduce the potential of time and resource wasting in the case of drug 

failure further down the line of testing such as in late phase clinical trials.171 

In silico toxicology can be applied in a broad nature wherein a large quantity of 

chemicals are screened in a high throughput manner for toxic potential, or in a more 

targeted approach, assessing specific toxicological concerns of individual 

compounds.172 Read-across and categorisation methods determine structural alerts, 

which flags molecules with structural attributes that indicate toxicity potential.173 This 

is used in early stage screening and relies on the similarity principle, with the 

assumption that similar structures confer similar activity. Expert systems methods 

use artificial intelligence to apply mimicry of human reasoning in toxicological 

screening, the end decisions of which are drawn from formalisation of known facts 

and the application thereof to new data.174 Quantitative structure–activity relationship 

(QSAR) modelling uses regression and categorisation algorithms to predict biological 

activity of compounds, which yields high throughput results, but does not take into 

account three dimensional (3D) protein conformation or receptor site interaction, and 

thus is considered ligand-based.175 Structure-based methods are more commonly 

used for individual toxicological evaluation, wherein the 3D conformation of both 

ligand and receptor are considered. The more factors considered, the greater 

computational power required, thus more complex evaluation is usually reserved for 

targeted theory application.  

Similar to pre-testing of in silico designed drugs, molecular docking can be used as a 

structure-based assessment of ligand-receptor interaction in a predicted toxicity 

scenario,176 such as the inhibition of an affected enzyme like AChE by xenobiotic 

compounds. The aim of docking a ligand into a receptor is to produce the most 

favourable pose of the ligand within the binding site in terms of orientation and 

binding energy for the docking scoring function.177 Ligands docked to receptors with 

low binding energies confer high binding affinity, indicating a high likelihood of 

receptor binding and consequential biological activity toward the enzyme, which may 

confer toxicity in a correctly predicted model.178  
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Molecular dynamics (MD) use computer simulation to determine molecule 

interactions within a system over time. Laws of physics pertaining to inter-molecular 

energies and exerted forces are numerically solved during simulated interaction, 

which predicts time-dependent molecule trajectories.179 One such application is the 

elucidation of ligand-receptor binding stability, the simulation of which predicts ligand 

movement and behaviour within a temperature, pressure, and solvent considered 

environment.180 Molecular dynamics simulations require a large amount of 

computational power and are frequently run using high performance computing, 

which reduces the amount of time required for each simulation run.181 Due to the 

many factors considered, this too is usually reserved for individually selected 

applications.  Protocols for MD simulation involve the creation of an environment 

most representative of in vivo situations. In biology, most molecular interactions and 

reactions occur in aqueous solution, thus a solvent environment model of water 

molecules and dissolved salts such as sodium, potassium and chlorine is added, 

each molecule of which has force exertions to be considered in the final 

simulation.182 Further appropriation of in vivo circumstances commonly applied in MD 

is the gradual application of temperature and pressure. The addition of these factors 

allows for thermodynamic force consideration in un-constrained ligand-receptor 

environmental interactions. Force fields are defined parameters for energy functions 

which are applied to simulation calculations.183 A commonly used force field such as 

Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER) takes into account 

potential energies derived from different types of bonds, bond angles, torsions and 

the changes thereof, as well as other parameters.184  Minimization of potential energy 

within a system by reduction of energetically unfavourable conformations is essential 

for successful simulation, as too great force clashes will result in the termination of 

the simulation.185 Upon successful simulation, the average binding energy of the 

ligand over time is given, as well as rendered snap shots, which can be viewed in 

visual molecular dynamics tools for movement observation.186  
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1.8 Study rationale 

Ultimately, although neurological symptoms have been described for PCP, there are 

many gaps in the knowledge of the mechanisms of the neurotoxicity thereof. While 

existing literature provides some insight, much of it has been conducted on non-

neuronal models, and those for which neuronal cells have been used have limitations 

in that only the parent compound was investigated,50 which does not provide a 

complete picture. Elucidation of molecular mechanisms at a cellular level within 

neuronal cells is therefore required to contribute toward the current gap in the 

knowledge of PCP neurotoxicity. Empirical definition of molecular underpinnings and 

events at this level would aid not only the understanding thereof, but also assist 

future research with regard to treatment of PCP exposure, as well as justification for 

regulatory, and environmental remediation considerations.  
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    1.9.1  Aim 

The aim of the study was to evaluate the effects of PCP and its active metabolites, 

TCBQ and TCHQ on SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells.  

 

1.9.2  Objectives 

An initial assessment of the effects of PCP and its metabolites on cell proliferation 

was performed in order to determine the concentration at which cell growth is 

inhibited by half (IC50) concentrations of each compound on SH-SY5Y 

neuroblastoma cells that were used in subsequent experiments. This was 

determined using the sulforhodamine B (SRB) colorimetric assay. 

Possible mechanisms of cell death in SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells were assessed 

in multiple domains, and entailed the following: 

 Cell cycle analysis using flow cytometry and propidium iodide (PI) staining 

 Mode of cell death using Annexin V-FITC and PI staining to differentiate 

between apoptosis and necrosis 

 Caspase-3 activity using Ac-DEVD-AMC fluorescence 

 ROS production with 2,7 dichlorofluorescein (DCF) fluorescence 

 Mitochondrial membrane potential using 5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-1,1′,3,3′-

tetraethylbenzimidazolocarbo-cyanine iodide (JC-1) dye 

 Intracellular GSH content with a monochlorobimane (MCB) assay  

Effects of compounds on ACh were assessed: 

 AChE inhibitory activity using Ellman esterase assay 

 In silico assessment of molecular mechanisms of inhibition via computational 

docking of metabolite ligands to AChE receptors 

 In silico assessment of ligand binding stability via molecular dynamics 
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Figure 5: Schematic summary of project. 

PCP - pentachlorophenol, TCBQ – tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone, TCHQ – 

tetrachlorohydroquinone,  ROS – reactive oxygen species, Δᴪm – mitochondrial membrane 

potential, GSH – glutathione. 
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Chapter 2:  Methods and materials 
 

Ethics approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health 

Sciences, of the University of Pretoria to carry out the study (Appendix I). A list of 

reagents used in the methods below, as well as details of reagent preparation is 

provided in Appendix II. 

 

2.1. Cell maintenance 

SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells were purchased from American Tissue Culture 

Collection (ATCC: CRL-2266). Cells were cultured in T25 cell culture flasks (Greniner 

Bio-one, Monroe, North Carolina, USA) with a 1:1 ratio of Dulbecco's Modified 

Eagle's Medium (DMEM) and Ham’s F-12 nutrient mixture, containing 10% foetal calf 

serum (FCS). Cells were trypsinised approximately every two to three days, 

depending on confluence. Medium was discarded, and the flask washed with 5 mL of 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Following adequate washing, 1 mL TrypLE 

Express trypsin was added for a few seconds in order to break cell adhesion to the 

flask. Trypsin was then neutralised with 1 mL of medium. If the purpose of 

trypsinisation was purely for cell maintenance, the medium and accompanying loose 

cells were then discarded, assuming sufficient cells remained attached in the flask to 

regrow. If the purpose was to collect cells for seeding for an experiment, the medium 

with cells was retained and placed in a 15 mL tube. Five milliliters of medium was 

then added the trypsinised T25 flask, and the flask was incubated at 37°C, with 

carbon dioxide (CO2) controlled at 5%. If the majority of cells had detached, flask 

contents were collected in a 15 mL tube, centrifuged at 200 g for 5 min, the 

supernatant discarded, and cells resuspended in new medium. Of this, an 

appropriate amount of cells were pipetted into the culture flask, and topped up with 

adequate medium. Excess cells were either discarded, or kept for experimental 

purposes. 
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2.2. Cell seeding and exposure 

The concentration of cells collected was determined using a trypan blue exclusion 

assay. A solution of 100 µL PBS, 80 µL trypan blue, and 20 µL cells was prepared, 

10 µL of which was pipetted onto a haemocytometer, and cells counted under a light 

microscope. The average number of cells counted in the four quadrants gave the cell 

concentration at x105 cells/mL. Cells were then diluted to 50 000 cells/mL in a 

volume appropriate for the particular experiment. For spectrophotometry and 

spectrofluorometry based assays, cells were pipetted into sterile 96-well plates 

(Lasec, Cape Town, South Africa), such that each well contained approximately        

5 000 cells in 100 µL. For microscopy purposes, and flow cytometry based assays, 

cells were seeded in 6-well plates (Lasec, Cape Town, South Africa), such that each 

well contained approximately 150 000 cells in 3 mL medium. Seeded plates were 

then incubated for 24 h at 37°C to allow for cell adherence to the plate surface. After 

this attachment period, exposure of reagents and subsequent testing was conducted. 

For assays using 96-well plates, cells were exposed to test or control conditions by 

adding 100 µL of medium containing the desired compound, at a concentration twice 

that of the desired final concentration. For assays using 6-well plates, medium was 

aspirated, and gently replaced with 3 mL medium containing the desired final in-well 

concentration of the compound. For all assays, the final in-well concentration was 

equivalent to the IC50 for each test compound, unless otherwise stated. The final 

concentration of DMSO in vehicle controls was equivalent to the highest DMSO 

concentration of the test samples, which was always lower than 0.5%. A negative 

control was included in all experiments to ensure that the vehicle had no significant 

effect on cell growth or parameters tested, and it consisted of medium only, without 

any DMSO or compound added. Spectrofluorometry based assays made use of 

white bottom 96-well plates (Lasec, Cape Town, South Africa). The outside perimeter 

wells of 96-well plates were not used for experimental purposes, but were filled with 

100 µL PBS, so as reduce error due to evaporation. 

 

2.3. Detection of cytotoxicity 

Cytotoxicity was assessed using the SRB colorimetric  assay of Vichai and 

Kirtikara.187 This was used to determine the IC50 values, which served as initial 
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assessment of the toxicity of each compound, and to determine exposure 

concentrations for subsequent experiments.  

The SRB assay was chosen to determine growth inhibition as it has been optimised 

for cytotoxicity testing in 96-well plates.187 The assay is based on detection of cell 

density via quantification of the amount of protein within cells. This assay was also 

selected due to its high sensitivity188 and relative affordability. The reason for this 

choice over the tetrazolium dye (MTT) method was due to the SRB’s lower rate of 

interference with non-testing compounds187 and it does not require metabolic activity 

of the cells, thus the number of steps required for its optimisation are fewer, resulting 

in a lower chance of any compromisation.189 The choice of SRB over a crystal violet 

assay was due to greater potential of accuracy, as the crystal violet assay requires 

removal of medium and transfer to a reading plate, whereas the SRB retains 

everything in one plate, resulting in a lower chance of content loss and pipetting 

inaccuracies. The SRB dye binds basic amino acids of proteins in cells that have 

been fixed to the 96-well plate, the amount of which is directly proportional to cell 

mass.187 This was used to determine IC50 values via spectrophotometry. By ensuring 

an initial equal concentration of cells in each well before exposure, effects of 

exposure on cell proliferation due to different concentrations of the test compounds 

were quantified in a controlled manner. 

Procedure for determining IC50 with the SRB assay was as follows:187 

For initial IC50 screening, cells were treated with 100 µL of 20, 100, 200 and 300 µM 

of PCP, TCBQ, or TCHQ, with in-well concentrations amounting to 10, 50, 100, and 

150 µM in 200 µL. Remaining wells were divided into control sections, consisting of a 

medium colour control (medium only with no cells), a cell growth control (cells with 

medium only), a vehicle control (cells with medium and DMSO), and a positive 

control (cells with medium and an optimised IC50 concentration of 98 µM DDT in 

DMSO). The concentration of the positive control, DDT, was also determined using 

the SRB assay. DDT was used as a positive control as it is an organochloride 

pesticide similar to PCP and its toxicity has been determined extensively.190 In 

addition, colour controls were included for TCBQ and TCHQ, as these compounds 

had yellow colours in DMSO solution. Although PCP was a clear solution, a colour 

control was included to control for any interference not visible to the human eye. 
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Once initial screening had yielded roughly estimated IC50 values, the ranges of the 

concentration of each compound were narrowed towards the estimated IC50, and 

more data points added, in order to improve accuracy of IC50 prediction. An example 

of experimental plate layout is provided in Figure 6. Once exposed, the plates were 

incubated at 37°C for 48 h. This exposure time was chosen as it resembles the 

population doubling time of the SH-SY5Y cell line.191 

After the 48 h incubation time, 50 µL of cold 50% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was 

added to the wells and incubated at 4°C overnight for fixation. The plates were then 

washed with tap water, and 100 µL of 0.057% SRB stain added and incubated for 30 

min. The dye was then washed three times with 1% acetic acid. A 10 mM tris-base 

solution (pH 10.5) was added at 200 µL per well to solubilise the dye. 

Spectrophotometry was subsequently performed using a Biotek EL-X 800 microplate 

reader, with the absorbance of the dye measured at 490 nm, with a reference of 530 

nm. IC50 values were determined using the following equation: 

 % =   × 100 

where T = optical density of test well minus background, and C = average optical 

density of vehicle control well minus background. Using Graphpad Prism 6, a non-

linear regression curve was generated using a log[inhibitor] vs response function, 

from which IC50 values were determined.   

All subsequent experiments used exposure concentrations equivalent to that of the 

IC50 of the compound. Varying time points were used for subsequent experiments, 

depending on appropriateness for the assay. These time points were determined 

experimentally by initial screening of a range of time points, the range of which was 

supported by literature. Different time points used in final analysis are indicated in the 

relevant sections below. 
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Figure 6: Experimental plate layout used for the SRB assay when conducted in a 96-well 

microplate. 

 

2.4. Cell cycle analysis 

Cell cycle analysis is a useful procedure to include in toxicological evaluation as it 

indicates which phase of the cell cycle the compounds affect, and from this, further 

suggestions can be made as to which specific pathways should be investigated to 

discover detailed mechanistic action. In this method, predominant cell cycle stages 

were ascertained by determining the DNA content of the cells, as the amount of DNA 

differs between cell cycle stages due to DNA replication and mitosis.34 Flow 
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cytometry was used to quantify the DNA content of individual cells with PI, as this 

dye intercalates with nucleic acid and fluoresces.34 This dye stains all types of 

nucleic acid,34 thus the addition of ribonuclease (RNase) was a necessary step to 

eliminate signals coming from ribonucleic acid (RNA) components. For the purpose 

of this study, effects on cell cycle were assessed at 12, 24, and 48 h, in order to 

determine how rapidly each compound acts, as well as to observe any phenomena 

that may be missed once substantial cell death has occurred.  Cell cycle analysis 

was performed using flow cytometry and PI staining as described below.34 

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates, at a concentration of 150 000 cells per well in 3 

mL (50 000 cells/mL). After a 24 h attachment period, medium was aspirated, and 

wells were treated with 3 mL medium containing IC50 concentrations of either PCP, 

TCBQ, TCHQ, positive control (DDT), cell growth control, or a vehicle control 

treatment. After the relevant exposure period, cells were trypsinised from wells. This 

was done by collecting and transferring medium from each well into 15 mL tubes, 

and adding 500 µL PBS to each well. The PBS was then pipetted into the same 15 

mL tubes as the saved medium, and 500 µL TrypLE Express trypsin added to wells. 

Once cells had detached, the trypsin was neutralised by pouring the saved medium 

and PBS back into relevant wells. The entire content of each well was then pipetted 

back into corresponding 15 mL tubes. This process ensured that all cells were 

collected from wells, whether adherent or non-adherent at the time of trypsinisation. 

Collected cells were centrifuged at 300 g for 5 min, and the supernatant discarded. 

Cells were resuspended in 100 - 150 µL cold PBS, depending on pellet size. Ice cold 

70% ethanol was then added drop by drop while vortex-mixing, amounting to a final 

volume of 1.5 – 2 mL, again depending on pellet size, and the mixture stored at 4°C 

until flow cytometry reading. On the day of reading, cells were centrifuged at 400 g 

for 10 min and the supernatant discarded. This elevated g-force and time was due to 

cells becoming more buoyant when suspended in ethanol. A PI-RNase solution was 

prepared, consisting of 100 µg/mL PI and 40 µg/mL RNase in PBS, such that 500 µL 

could be added to each sample. The samples were then incubated for 45 min at 

37°C, and transferred to flow cytometry tubes. The DNA content of the cells was 

quantified using a Beckman Coulter FC500 series flow cytometer, under the FL3 

channel (excitation 535 nm, emission 617 nm). Data analysis was conducted using 

the Weasel flow cytometry analysis programme. Forward and side scatter plots were 
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generated, and debris gated out according to the vehicle control, as determined by 

identification of small, ungranulated events occurring below the dominant cell 

population. Doublets were gated out in a similar manner using DNA (PI) and DNA 

peak scatter plots. Histograms showing DNA (PI) content of cells were generated, 

and a cell cycle curve fit algorithm used to identify sub-G1, G1, S, G2/M and super 

G2 areas within the histogram. This algorithm functions by fitting Gaussian curves to 

each phase, and proved more accurate and less subjective than manual 

determination of cell cycle regions. For each sample, the percent of events in each 

cell cycle phase compared to the total cell cycle of the sample was extracted from 

the histogram, and values for each phase was compared to the vehicle control of the 

same time point to determine differences in cell cycle progression.   

 

2.5. Mode of cell death 

The differentiation between modes of cell death such as apoptosis or necrosis is 

essential in any toxicity evaluation as increased induction of different modes of cell 

death is indicative of pathways upon which compounds act. They may cause up- or 

downregulation of key components within a pathway, and the resultant type of cell 

death can indicate which should be further examined. The Annexin V-FITC/PI assay 

is a test that is highly advantageous in such evaluation, in that it allows for the 

simultaneous quantitative measurement of apoptosis and necrosis.192 Annexin V of 

the Annexin V-FITC conjugate binds PS, which occurs on the inner cytoplasmic 

membrane of a healthy cell. Under early apoptotic conditions, this phospholipid is 

translocated to the outer membrane, allowing Annexin V to bind, and the green 

fluorescence of the FITC can be used to quantify the amount of cells undergoing 

apoptosis under an FL1 channel.193 Propidium iodide cannot pass through the intact 

membrane of a healthy cell, but may only enter the cell under necrotic conditions, 

where the cell membrane is damaged. Propidium iodide fluoresces under the red 

FL3 channel, thus by measuring the amount of cells fluorescing red, necrosis can be 

quantified.193 This dual-fluorescence assay is possible due to the two dyes 

fluorescing under two different channels, allowing for apoptosis and necrosis 

detection in the same sample. Exposure time for this assay was 48 h, as mode of cell 

death is an end-point directed objective. 
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Cells were seeded into 6-well plates, and exposed to test or control conditions as 

described in section 2.4. After the 48 h exposure period, cells were trypsinised, again 

as described in section 2.4. Samples were centrifuged at 200 g for 5 min, the 

supernatant discarded, and resuspended in 1 mL of binding buffer. The cells were 

again centrifuged (300 g ,10 min), supernatant discarded, and cells resuspended in 

100 µL binding buffer, as well as 2.5 µL Annexin V-FITC. Samples were then 

incubated at 25°C in the dark for 15 min, followed by centrifuging at 300 g for 10 min. 

Cells were resuspended in 500 µL binding buffer, and immediately prior to flow 

cytometry analysis, 10 µL of 30 µg/mL PI was added, while making sure to shield it 

from light. Flow cytometry was performed using the Beckman Coulter FC500 series 

flow cytometer, and a scatterplot was produced, from which apoptosis and/or 

necrosis could be deducted. The scatterplot was divided into four quadrants. An 

accumulation of points in each quadrant indicated modes of cell death,192 as 

portrayed in Figure 7. 

  

Figure 7: Quadrant compartmentalisation found in a scatter plot of Annexin V-FITC and PI 

fluorescence, indicating mode of cell death. 

 

2.6. Caspase activity 

Caspases are a group of proteolytic enzymes that play a role in the induction of 

apoptosis in the cell.194 Assessing their activity is a useful way to determine 

pathways of apoptosis. Caspase-3 is an executioner caspase common to both the 

intrinsic and extrinsic apoptosis pathways. The activation of this caspase activates 

cysteine protease abilities, allowing it to degrade cellular components as a primary 
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means of apoptosis.195 The tetrapeptide Asp-Glu-Val-Aps (DEVD) is cleaved 

specifically by caspase-3/7, the basis of which is utilised in the assessment of the 

protease’s activity. When the tetrapeptide is complexed with the fluorophore 7-

amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC), a non-fluorescent caspase-3/7 specific substrate 

(Ac-DEVD-AMC) is formed. Upon cleavage of said substrate, the freed AMC 

molecule emits fluorescence (excitation 380 nm, emission 430-460 nm), which can 

be quantified in order to ascertain relative activity of caspase-3/7 in a sample.196 

Although the Ac-DEVD-AMC substrate confers nearly identical specificity towards 

both caspase-3 and -7, the hydrolysis rate of this substrate by caspase-7 is 

approximately ten-fold lower than its counterpart, thus changes in activity levels 

measured by this assay are frequently attributed to that of caspase-3 effects.197 For 

the purpose of this study, it is sufficient to consider activity changes as that of 

caspase-3, however the potential small role of caspase-7 is noted. 

Cells were seeded into a 96-well white bottom plate at 5 000 cells per well in 100 µL 

(50 000 cell/mL). After a 24 h attachment period, cells were exposed to 100 µL of 

two-fold IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ or TCHQ for 48 h. Staurosporine (20 µM) 

served as a positive control as it is known to induce caspase-3 activation,198 while 

DMSO served as a vehicle control. Thirty minutes prior to starting the assay, 0.5 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 4.3 mM β-mercaptoethanol were added to 

the incomplete lysis buffer, and 0.5 mM PMSF, 4.3 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 5 

µM Ac-DEVD-AMC were added to the incomplete caspase-3 substrate buffer. After 

the 48 h exposure period was complete, medium was replaced with 25 µL cold lysis 

buffer and incubated on ice for 15 min. Caspase-3 substrate buffer (100 µL) was 

then added, and samples incubated at 37°C for 4 h. Thereafter, the plate was further 

incubated in the fridge at 4°C for 16 h. The plate was then read using a BioTek 

Synergy 2 plate reader, with excitation and emission wavelengths of 380 nm and 460 

nm respectively. Cell density was controlled for with an SRB assay in an adjacent 

plate – a direct SRB counterstain could not be used as the caspase assay lyses the 

cells, which would then not be able to be fixed by the TCA of the SRB. For this 

reason, six rather than three experimental repeats were performed for each 

biological repeat to ensure greater confidence and reproducibility in results. Once 

fluorescence values were normalised according to cell density, the fold change of 
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caspase-3 relative to vehicle control was obtained by dividing normalised test sample 

fluorescence by normalised vehicle control fluorescence.  

 

2.7. Cell morphology 

Cell morphology tests are useful in toxicity testing as it allows for the visualisation of 

effects compounds have on cells. In particular, hallmarks of apoptosis can be seen 

by membrane blebbing and the formation of apoptotic bodies.76 In addition, 

visualisation of cell changes allows for the detection of large scale abnormalities that 

might not have been anticipated, and therefore not specifically tested for. Hoechst 

33342 is a fluorescent dye which stains DNA blue (emission 461 nm, excitation 510-

540 nm), allowing for visualisation of the nucleus.199 Acridine orange is a fluorescent 

dye that stains acidic bodies green, the upregulation of which indicates cell death,200 

and PI stains cells with compromised cell membranes, which is also indicative of cell 

death.201  

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates at a concentration of 150 000 cells per well, with 

3 mL per well (50 000 cells/mL). After a 24 h attachment period, cells were exposed 

to test or control conditions as described in section 2.4. After a 48 h exposure period, 

500 µL of 3.5 µg/mL Hoechst 33342 was added to each well (final concentration 0.9 

µg/mL), and incubated at 37°C for 25 min. Following this, 500 µL of 4 µg/mL acridine 

orange and 500 µL of 40 µg/mL PI was added (in well concentration 1 µg/mL and 12 

µM, respectively), and the plates incubated for a further 5 min. Medium was then 

removed and cells washed once with 500 µL PBS. Cells were then immersed with 1 

mL PBS, and photographs taken using a Zeiss Axiovert CFL40 microscope with a 

Zeiss AxiovertMRm monochrome camera. Zeiss Filter 2 was used for Hoechst 

33342, Filter 9 for acridine orange, and Filter 15 for PI imaging. Filters were removed 

for non-fluorescent light microscopy photographs. Images captured were processed 

using ImageJ image processing software. 
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2.8. Reactive oxygen species production 

Reactive oxygen species are well known to cause DNA damage and oxidative stress 

to cells, which can largely impair their functioning, and even lead to cell death.202 

Oxidative stress has been noted for non-neuronal cells exposed to PCP and its 

metabolites,203 thus it is possible that cell damage may occur in this manner in 

neuronal cells as well. It is therefore important to include an assay that will ascertain 

the level of ROS production. In this study, ROS was determined using 2,7-

dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA). This is a non-fluorescent probe, which 

becomes fluorescent upon oxidation into DCF by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which is 

a form of ROS.204
 Changes in ROS production have been documented to have a 

rapid onset in some toxicity studies, while in other studies, changes have been 

observed after extended exposure periods, thus the time points chosen for this 

assay, after experimental determination were 4, 24, and 48 h. 

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates at a concentration of 150 000 cells per well, with 

a volume of 3 mL per well (50 000 cells/mL). Cells were exposed to test and control 

conditions as described in section 2.4, with the exception of the positive control. For 

this assay, a final concentration of 500 µM 2,2'-azobis(2-amidinopropane) 

dihydrochloride (AAPH) was used as it is a well-established model for ROS 

production. After the relevant incubation period, cells were trypsinised, centrifuged at 

400 g for 10 min, and resuspended in  1 mL of 10 µM DCFDA in PBS. Samples were 

incubated at 37°C for 15 min. Cells were then washed twice with PBS by centrifuging 

at 400 g for 10 min and resuspending in 1 mL PBS. After washing, cells were 

resuspended in 500 µL PBS, and transferred to flow cytometry tubes for reading. The 

amount of green fluorescent DCF in each cell was read and quantified using the 

Beckman Coulter FC500 series flow cytometer under an FL1. Data obtained was 

analysed using Weasel flow cytometry software, where histograms were generated 

for each sample. From this, mean values were obtained for each sample, and fold 

change in ROS obtained by the following equation: 

  ℎ =  
1
1  

where TFL1 is the mean fluorescent value obtained from the FL1 channel for the test 

compound, and CFL1 is that of the DMSO vehicle control 
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2.9. Mitochondrial membrane potential 

Mitochondrial membrane permeabilization is a critical step in the intrinsic pathway of 

apoptosis as it allows for the efflux of apoptosis activator and effector molecules, as 

well as the influx of triggers that may lead to further compromisation of the 

membrane and apoptotic signalling.75 The permeabilization of the mitochondrial 

membrane can be indicated by the measurement of Δᴪm. 5,5,’6,6’-tetrachloro-

1,1,3,3’- tetraethylbenzimidazolylcarbocyanine iodide (JC-1) is a dye that fluoresces 

orange in healthy cells, as the dye accumulates as aggregates in the mitochondria, 

and green in apoptotic cells with lowered Δᴪm as the dye exists as monomers 

throughout the cell, unable to accumulate in the mitochondria due to compromised 

membrane integrity. By quantifying the ratio of orange to green signals detected flow 

cytometrically, the level of membrane integrity loss, and thus the degree of 

permeabilization can be determined.9 Mitochondrial membrane potential is often 

closely linked to ROS levels, as increased ROS can damage the mitochondrial 

membrane, as well as be a product of declining mitochondrial membrane potential. 

This combination may induce a cascade of events leading to apoptosis, among other 

ROS-Δᴪm relationships.205 For this reason, Δᴪm assays were run concurrently with 

ROS assays at 4, 24, and 48 h exposure times for greater comparability. 

Cells were seeded into 6-well plates, at a concentration of 150 000 cells per well in 3 

mL (50 000 cells/mL). After a 24 h attachment period, cells were exposed for either 

4, 24, or 48 h to test compounds and controls as described in section 2.4, with the 

exception of the positive control, which for this assay was 100 nM rotenone. After the 

relevant exposure period, cells were trypsinised, centrifuged at 400 g for 10 min, the 

supernatant discarded, and cells resuspended in 500 µL of 5 µg/mL JC-1 dye in 

PBS. After a 15 min incubation period at 37°C, cells were again centrifuged and 

washed twice with 1 mL PBS. Thereafter, cells were resuspended in 500 µL PBS 

and transferred to flow cytometry tubes for reading. Fluorescence was measured 

using a Beckman Coulter FC500 series flow cytometer, under FL1 and FL2 channels 

(emission: 520 nm and excitation: 485 nm for monomers, and emission: 590 nm, 

excitation: 492 nm for aggregates). Mean fluorescence values were obtained from 

resulting histograms for both channels, the ratio of which was used to determine 

Δᴪm fold change: 
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  ℎ =  
( 2 1⁄ )
( 2/ 1) 

where TFL1/2 is the mean fluorescent value obtained from the FL1 or FL2 channels 

for the test compound, and CFL1/2 is that of the DMSO vehicle control. 

 

2.10. Intracellular reduced glutathione content 

Glutathione can occur in an oxidised state (GSSG) and in a reduced state (GSH). 

Reduced glutathione is an antioxidant which protects the cell against oxidative stress 

by allowing ROS to oxidise it to GSSG. The intracellular levels of GSSG and GSH 

can influence cell death, where increased GSSG-GSH ratio is indicative of oxidative 

stress, and lowered levels of GSH content may leave the cell vulnerable to ROS.32 A 

method to gain insight into effects on glutathione is to measure GHS content using a 

monochlorobimane (MCB) assay. In this assay, the MCB dye binds GSH in the cell 

and fluoresces, allowing for GSH quantification.206  

Cells were seeded into a 96-well white bottom plate at 5 000 cells per well in 100 µL 

(50 000 cell/mL). After a 24 h attachment period, cells were exposed to 100 µL of 

two-fold IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ or TCHQ for 48 h, while 10 µM n-

ethylmaleimide (NEM) served as positive control, and DMSO as vehicle control. 

Following a 48 h period of exposure, medium was replaced with 100 µL of 16 µM 

MCB in PBS and incubated at 37°C for 2 h. Fluorescence of each well was then 

quantified spectrofluorometrically using a BioTek Synergy 2 plate reader read at 

excitation and emission wavelengths of 360 and 460 nm respectively. Fluorescence 

values were normalised according to cell density obtained from an SRB counterstain. 

GSH levels relative to vehicle control were then determined using the following 

equation: 

 % =
  

   ℎ   × 100 
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2.11. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitory activity 

2.11.1. Ellman esterase assay 

It is important to evaluate the presence of AChE inhibitory activity of PCP, as this is a 

common mechanism of many neurotoxic pesticides.156 A commonly used method for 

AChE inhibitory activity detection is the Ellman esterase assay, the concept of which 

is depicted in Figure 8. This assay makes use of acetylthiocholine iodide (ATChI) due 

to the necessity of the thiol group. The iodide serves solubility purposes, and in 

solution, acetylthiocholine (ATCh) is acted upon in the same manner as ACh by 

AChE. In the normal reaction, ATCh is cleaved into acetate and thiocholine by AChE. 

The choline then reacts with 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) to form 5-thio-

2-nitrobenzoate (TNB), which is a yellow compound, and is monitored at an 

absorbance of 412 nm. By quantifying the absorbance, the amount of ATCh cleaved 

can be inferred, and thus the relative activity of AChE.207  

 

Figure 8: Depiction of Ellman esterase assay reaction.208 

For the purpose of this study, an acellular method was used. Three buffers, namely 

A, B and C, were prepared prior to the start of the assay. Buffer A consisted of Tris-

HCl adjusted to pH 8, buffer B consisted of buffer A containing 0.1 % bovine serum 
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albumine (BSA), and buffer C consisted of buffer A containing 0.1 M sodium chloride 

(NaCl) and 0.02 M magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2.6H2O). In a 96-well 

plate, 25 µL of 15 mM ATChI (in water), 125 µL of 3 mM DTNB (in buffer C), and 50 

µL of buffer B was added to each well. Cytotoxic IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ, 

or TCHQ in buffer A were then added (initially, concentrations of compounds tested 

were the same as those used in cellular assays – here termed the ‘cytotoxic IC50’). 

Water in buffer A served as a negative control, DMSO in buffer A as a vehicle 

control, and 20 µM galanthamine in buffer A as positive control. Galanthamine is a 

well characterised drug used for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, and is a 

known inhibitor of AChE.209 Baseline absorbance was then measured in a plate 

reader at 405 nm at 45 s intervals for three intervals (read 1), in order to control for 

spontaneous ACh cleavage. Following this, 25 µL of 0.2 U/mL AChE was added, and 

fluorescence measure again every 45 s, eight times consecutively (read 2). This 

initial rate kinetic run provided Vmax values for both reads, from which AChE activity 

was inferred. Background activity was corrected for by subtracting Vmax values for 

read 1 from read 2, and the following equation was used to determine AChE activity 

relative to the negative control: 

ℎ   % =
( )
( ) × 100 

where Vmax(T) is background adjusted Vmax of the test, and Vmax(C) is the 

background adjusted Vmax of the negative control.  

Following determination of effects of cytotoxic IC50 concentrations on AChE activity, 

the concentration at which each compound inhibited AChE activity by half, here 

termed AChE IC50, was determined. This was performed using the same protocol as 

above, but with varying exposure concentration ranges between 10 – 150 µM, based 

on preliminary screening. Dose-response curves were generated on Graphpad prism 

6 with the use of a log[inhibitor] vs response function, which plotted the percent of 

enzyme activity against the log of the concentration of the suspected AChE 

inhibitor.210 
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2.11.2. Molecular docking 

In order to assess the plausibility of theorised molecular mechanisms of AChE 

inhibition, computational molecular docking was performed. Structural analogues of 

PCP and TCHQ stemming from the addition of cleaved ACh constituents, acetate or 

choline, were postulated to competitively inhibit AChE. This hypothesis is further 

detailed in results and discussion, as well as reasons for the exclusion of TCBQ from 

this section. Ligands of predicted competitive AChE inhibitors were drawn from PCP 

and TCHQ structures in Chemsketch (Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc. 

2016.2.2),211 from which ligand names and simplified molecular-input line-entry 

system (SMILES) notations were generated. Ligand SMILES notations were then 

converted to Protein Data Bank (PDB) files using the National Cancer Institute’s 

online SMILES translator and structure file generator.212 These files were 

subsequently converted to PDBQT files containing partial charges and AutoDock 4 

(AD4) atom types. Eel origin AChE receptor molecules were identified from the 

RCSB.org database, the structures (and bound ligands where applicable) of which 

have been previously determined by X-ray crystallography and published to the 

database. The PDB codes of proteins (receptors) used were 1acj, 1acl, 1amn, 1ax9, 

1cfj, 1e3q, 1e66, 1eve, 1fss, 1gpk, 1gpn, 1gqr, 1gqs, 1h22, 1h23, 1hbj, 1odc, 1qti, 

1u65, 1ut6, 1vot, 1w4l, 1w6r, 1w67, 1zgb, 1zgc, 2cek, 2ckm, 2cmf, 2j3q, 2v96, 2v97, 

2v98, 2xi4, 3i6z, 4tvk, 4w63, 4x3c, 5bwb, 5bwc, 5dpl, 5e2i, 5e4j, 5e4t, 5ehx, 5ei5, 

and 5ih7. Identified receptors’ PDB files were downloaded, and prepped for docking 

by removing the solvent, optimising amino acid rotamers, adding hydrogens, 

removing bound ligands, and resolving amino acids using UCFS Chimera 1.11.2.213 

PCP and TCHQ metabolite ligands were then docked to prepped receptors using two 

different docking software tools: Autodock Vina214 and QuickVina2.215 Each software 

tool utilises different parameters to determine binding energies for docked ligands, 

and the use of multiple software tools confers greater confidence to accurate in vivo 

prediction. Binding energies were captured and used to infer binding affinity of the 

ligand to receptor, and a binding energy of less than -9 was assumed to constitute a 

strong binding affinity. Binding energies were sorted in a hierarchy of lowest 

(strongest) to highest (weakest) in order to determine patterns with regard to ligand 

and/or receptor classes.  
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2.11.3. Molecular dynamics simulation 

Docked ligands of interest were identified for further investigation for an in silico 

molecular dynamics simulation in order to assess binding stability. The MD 

simulations were performed using GROMACS 4.6.5,216 and the AMBER99sb force 

field for proteins.217 The non-bonded force calculations were accelerated through 

graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration using CUDA 5.0.218 Ligands from the 

original X-ray structure or the docked poses were used in the simulations. The ligand 

topologies were prepared with ACPYPE219 using antechamber from the AMBER 12 

suite.220 The system was prepared by heating it to 310 K (tau_t=0.2) during a 500 ps 

constant volume simulation with 2 fs time step using the modified Berendsen 

thermostat (V-rescale) using velocity rescaling.221,222 The pressure was equilibrated 

to 1 atm during a 1000 ps constant pressure simulation with a 2 fs time step using 

the Parrinello-Rahman parameters for pressure coupling.223 In both simulations, all 

heavy atoms were position restrained with the force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol.nm2). 

For the molecular dynamics run, the temperature and pressure were maintained at 

310 K and 1 atm using the Berendsen thermostat (V-rescale) and Parrinello–

Rahman pressure coupling method. The short-range non-bonded interactions were 

computed for the atom pairs within the cut-off of 1 nm, and the long-range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated using particle-mesh-Ewald summation 

method with fourth-order cubic interpolation and 0.12 nm grid spacing.224  The 

parallel Linear Constraint Solver (LINCS) method was used to constrain bonds.225 

The g_mmpbsa package with the molecular mechanics Poisson–Boltzmann surface 

area (MM-PBSA) software from the Gromacs and APBS packages was used to 

calculate the binding energy.226,227 The average binding energy of docked ligands 

was compared to that of ligands from the original x-ray structure for indication of 

relative binding affinity and stability.  

 

2.12. Statistical analysis 

All experiments for which 96-well plates were used were performed in at least 

triplicate, with a minimum of three biological repeats. Flow cytometry experiments 

using 6-well plates were also performed on at least three separate occasions, and a 

statistical power was ensured as each cell counted as an event, and a minimum of 
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10 000 events was obtained for each sample. Descriptive statistics were expressed 

as mean ± standard deviation. Data analysis was performed on Microsoft Excel 

2010, Graphpad Prism 6 and Weasel flow cytometry software. Nonlinear regression 

was used to determine IC50 values. Significance of differences between two groups 

(vehicle control and test) was performed using a two tailed Student t-test in Microsoft 

Excel 2010. Alpha (α) was set at 0.05, and a p value below 0.05 was considered 

significant.  
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Chapter 3:  Results 
 
3.1. Cell proliferation 

 

Initial broad range IC50 screening revealed PCP, TCBQ, and TCHQ IC50 

concentrations to be between 50-100, 10-50, and 50-100 µM, respectively. 

Concentration ranges were then narrowed around suspected IC50 values, and the 

number of data points increased. Dose-response curves were then generated from 

which IC50 values were determined (Figure 9). All three compounds exhibited dose-

dependent induction of SH-SY5Y cytotoxicity after 48 h exposure, with the least 

potent being the parent compound PCP (Figure 9C), and the most potent TCBQ 

(Figure 9B). 

All experiments were accompanied by a cell growth control and a vehicle control 

containing the same v/v % DMSO as the compound with highest v/v % in assay 

solution. Stock solutions were prepared such that less than 0.5 v/v % DMSO 

occurred in final concentrations of an assay. No significant difference (p > 0.05) was 

observed between vehicle and growth control, indicating that the vehicle had no 

effect on cell proliferation. The positive control used in the SRB assay was DDT, as it 

a pesticide known to exhibit neurotoxicity. Optimisation of this control was performed 

by ascertaining the IC50 concentration for the SH-SY5Y cell line, which was revealed 

to be 98.1 µM (Figure 10), and was used to ensure that the SRB assay was 

performed to satisfaction.  
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Figure 9: Dose-response curves of cells treated with A) PCP, B) TCBQ, and C) TCHQ. 
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Figure 10: Dose-response curve in cells treated with DDT. 
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3.2. Cell cycle analysis 

 

Cell cycle progression was assessed flow cytometrically using PI after 12, 24, and 48 

h of treatment. Cell cycle histograms were generated after different exposure 

protocols. The cell cycle histograms for 12, 24, 48 h and various PCP concentrations 

are depicted in Figures 11, 13, 15 and 17, respectively.  

Cell cycle phases sub-G1, G1, S and G2/M were defined using a Cell Cycle Curve 

Fit algorithm, and the phases colour coded in the following manner: red = sub-G1, 

first blue peak = G1, turquoise = S, and second blue peak = G2/M. This definition of 

phases produced the percent of events occurring in each phase, which was utilised 

for quantitative and statistical analysis. The results for 12, 24, 48 h and various PCP 

concentrations are provided in Figures 12, 14, 16 and 18, respectively. 

At all time points the DMSO vehicle control yielded a highly characteristic cell cycle 

histogram against which compound exposure could be compared. The vehicle 

control did not depart significantly from the cell growth control. For the SH-SY5Y cell 

line, the vehicle control resulted in a negligible sub-G1 population, and an average of 

54, 28, and 13 % events in the G1, S and G2/M phases respectively. Appropriate 

gating ensured the exclusion of doublet cells, resulting in a negligible super G2 

population. This characteristic histogram indicated the assay to be successful. 
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3.2.1. 12 h exposure 

After 12 h exposure to the compounds (Figures 11 and 12), no significant difference 

was seen between the vehicle control (Figure 11A) and PCP (Figure 11B), while 

TCBQ exposure resulted in a 20% average increase in the S phase (p < 0.001), 

along with a 28% decrease in G1, indicating an S phase block (Figure 11C). This 

was accompanied by a significant (p < 0.01) increase of 13% in the sub-G1 

population, representing a relatively early onset of cell death. At this time point, 

TCHQ also began to display effects on the cell cycle in an apparent G2/M phase 

block, as indicated by a significant (p < 0.001) increase of 8% in the G2/M 

population, accompanied by a 18% decrease in G1 (Figures 11D and 12). 

 

 

Figure 11: Histograms depicting stages in the cell cycle after 12 h exposure to A) DMSO 
(vehicle control), B) PCP, C) TCBQ, and D) TCHQ. 
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Figure 12: Average percent events for each cell cycle phase after 12 h exposure to PCP, 

TCBQ, or TCHQ. Significance of changes relative to vehicle control of the same cell cycle 

phase are indicated as ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.2.2. 24 h exposure 

After 24 h exposure to PCP, a small, but consistent and significant (p < 0.01) 

increase of 11% and 6% occurred in G1 and sub-G1 populations, respectively, and a 

15% decrease in S populations was noted (Figures 13B and 14). Pronounced cell 

death was already evident at this time point after TCBQ and TCHQ exposure with 20 

and 35% increases in sub-G1 populations, respectively, while indicators for cell cycle 

blocks observed at 12 h had disappeared for both compounds at this point (Figures 

13C, 13D and 14). 

 

 

Figure 13: Histograms depicting stages in the cell cycle after 24 h exposure to A) DMSO 
(vehicle control), B) PCP, C) TCBQ, and D) TCHQ. 
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Figure 14: Average percent events for each cell cycle phase after 24 h exposure to PCP, 

TCBQ, or TCHQ. Significance of changes relative to vehicle control of the same cell cycle 

phase are indicated as * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.2.3. 48 h exposure: 

After 48 h exposure, sub-G1 populations had increased vastly for all compounds: 57, 

61, and 36% increases due to PCP (Figures 15B and 16), TCBQ (Figure 15C) and 

TCHQ (Figure 15D) respectively. This was accompanied by G1 and S decreases for 

all compounds as the cell evidently fell out of the cell cycle into cell death, as well as 

decreases in G2/M due to PCP and TCBQ exposure (Figure 16). No significant 

change was observed in this phase as a result of TCHQ exposure. Cell cycle blocks 

revealed at previous time points were no longer evident after 48 h as the majority of 

affected cells appeared in the sub-G1 population.  

 

 

Figure 15: Histograms depicting stages in the cell cycle after 48 h exposure to A) DMSO 

(vehicle control), B) PCP, C) TCBQ, and D) TCHQ. 
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Figure 16: Average percent events for each cell cycle phase after 48 h exposure to PCP, 

TCBQ, or TCHQ. Significance of changes relative to vehicle control of the same cell cycle 

phase are indicated as * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.2.4. Varying concentrations of PCP 

Effects following 48 h exposure to various concentrations of PCP were assessed. 

Concentrations ranged between 60 and 90 µM in 10 µM intervals, one of which was 

the IC50 concentration (Figure 15B and 18), and the remainder (Figures 17B, 17C, 

17D and 18) served to further investigate dose-response effects observed in the SRB 

assay. Dose-response increases in sub-G1 cells were noted. The highest 

concentration of PCP (90 µM) resulted in the largest sub-G1 population, which 

accounted for 73%. Although the lowest concentration of 60 µM appeared to mimic 

24 h of 80 µM PCP exposure by an increase in G1 phase, this change was 

insignificant when compared to the vehicle control. All concentrations resulted in S 

phase decreases ranging from 14 to 21%, while only 80 and 90 µM exposure 

resulted in significant (p < 0.001) G1 and G2/M decreases. 

 

 

Figure 17: Histograms depicting stages in the cell cycle after 48 h exposure to A) DMSO 

(vehicle control), B) 60 µM, C) 70 µm, and D) 90 µM PCP. 
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Figure 18: Average percent events for each cell cycle phase after 48 h exposure to 60, 70, 

80, or 90 µM PCP. Significance of changes are relative to the vehicle control. ** = p < 0.01 

and *** = p <0.001.  
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3.3. Mode of cell death 

 

Scatter plots of FL1 log/FL3 log for each sample are depicted in Figure 19, and are 

divided into 4 quadrants according to the vehicle control. The lower left quadrant 

indicates live cells (Annexin V-FITC-/PI-), upper left early apoptotic cells (Annexin V-

FITC+/PI-), upper right late apoptotic cells (Annexin V-FITC+/PI+), and lower right 

necrotic cells (Annexin V-FITC-/PI+). The upper right quadrant (putatively denoted 

late apoptosis) contains cells fluorescing both Annexin V-FITC and PI and thus 

apoptosis or necrosis cannot be confidently distinguished. Percentages of cells in 

each quadrant were extracted and compared to DMSO values for significant changes 

(Figure 20), and differences examined to aid mode of cell death determination (Table 

1). 

The vehicle control yielded scatter plots with the bulk of cells residing in the live 

quadrant, and did not depart significantly from a medium only control. Cells residing 

outside the live quadrant may be attributed to normal cell attrition and processing 

during the assay. All test exposure conditions resulted in significant (p < 0.001) 

decreases  in live cell populations. Exposure to PCP resulted in increases in necrotic 

and late apoptotic cells, the most significant (p < 0.001) of which was a 25% increase 

in necrosis, while no significant increases in apoptosis occurred. Cells exposed to 

TCBQ behaved differently, and displayed 28 and 21% increases in early and late 

apoptosis, respectively, without any change in necrosis. Interestingly, cells exposed 

to TCHQ appeared to result in one of two fates. In the first instance (indicated as 

TCHQ 1 in Figure 20), there were 19% (p < 0.01) and 7% (p < 0.05) increases in 

early apoptotic and late apoptotic cells, respectively, with negligible change in the 

amount of necrotic cells compared to baseline. The second TCHQ induced fate 

(indicated as TCHQ 2) resulted in 34 and 16% increases (p < 0.01) in late apoptosis 

and necrosis respectively. The increase observed in apoptotic cells was not 

significant when compared to DMSO. Thus, the first fate yielded cells predominantly 

expressing Annexin V-FITC, and the second fate predominantly expressing PI. A 

further difference observed between the two fates was the effect on live cells, 

wherein in the first fate live cells were decreased by 26%, whereas the second fate 

decreased this population by a much larger percentage (59%) (Figure 20). These 
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results were concluded from 9 assay repeats, where 5 of the 9 repeats yielded fate 1, 

while 4 repeats yielded fate 2. 

The positive control for cell death induction, DDT, resulted in a 19% increase in 

apoptotic cells (p < 0.01), with no significant changes in late apoptosis or necrosis, 

indicating that the assay was performed satisfactorily.  

 

 

Figure 19: Annexin V-FITC/PI staining scatter plots after 48 h exposure to A) DMSO (vehicle 

control), B) PCP, C) TCBQ, and D) TCHQ. FL3 log indicates PI fluorescence, and FL1 log 

indicates Annexin V-FITC fluorescence. 
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Figure 20: Percent of various states following 48 h exposure to vehicle control (DMSO), 

PCP, TCBQ and TCHQ (1 and 2 indicate different fates). Significance is indicated by * = p < 

0.05, ** = p < 0.01, and *** = p < 0.001. 

 

 

Table 1: Percent changes between cell states compared to DMSO following 48 h exposure 

to PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ (1 and 2 indicate different fates), and the positive control (DDT). 

 

  

State PCP BQ TCHQ 1 TCHQ 2 DDT 
Live -46.8 -55.2 -26.3 -59.1 -19.8 
Early apoptosis 2.3 28.3 18.1 9.0 19.3 
Late apoptosis 19.9 20.6 6.3 34.0 3.1 
Necrosis 24.8 6.4 1.9 16.2 -2.5 
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3.4. Caspase activity 

 

Caspase-3 activation was measured by assessing fluorescence levels arising from 

Ac-DEVD-AMC cleavage. When compared to the vehicle control, significant (p < 

0.001) increases in caspase-3 activity was noted after 48 h exposure. Exposure to 

TCBQ exposure, resulted in the largest increase (3.2 fold) in caspase-3 activity, 

followed by PCP (1.4 fold) and TCHQ (1.3 fold) (Figure 21). 

There was no significant difference between vehicle control and untreated cells. 

Staurosporine, known to induce caspase-3 activity,198 was used as a positive control 

and produced a 1.7 fold increase in activity (p < 0.001) (Figure 21), indicating that the 

assay produced satisfactory results. 

 

 

Figure 21: Fold change in caspase-3 activity relative to vehicle control (DMSO) following 48 

h exposure to PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ or staurosporine (positive control). Significance of 

changes compared to vehicle control are indicated as *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.5. Cell morphology 

 

Images of unfixed, unstained SH-SY5Y cells were taken after 48 h exposure to 

DMSO, PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ, and DDT (Figure 22). This allowed for raw visualisation 

of changes in cell confluence and morphology. Cells exposed to the vehicle control 

indicated high confluence, with characteristic dendritic-like connections between 

cells, and distinguishable cell bodies analogous to somas found in neurons in vivo 

(Figure 22A). Exposure to the test compounds resulted in decreases in confluence, 

particularly after exposure to TCBQ and TCHQ (Figures 22C and D). These two 

metabolites also caused breaks in the dendritic-like connections between cells, which 

would impair inter-cell communication and possibly contribute to cell death, as these 

connections are essential for SH-SY5Y cell growth. Inter-cell connection loss was 

also observed, but to a lesser extent after exposure to PCP (Figure 22B). Light 

microscopy indicated disruption of cell body morphology when exposed to all test 

compounds, as individual somas were not as easily distinguishable, and the cell 

shape was no longer consistent. In comparison, DDT did not exhibit inter-cell 

connection breaks, and cell bodies appeared to be more rounded and tightly 

condensed (Figure 22E). 

Fluorescence microscopy was used to further visualise cell changes. Hoechst 33342 

was used to stain nuclei blue, acridine orange to stain acidic bodies green, and PI to 

stain cells with compromised membrane integrity red, indicating cell death. The 

vehicle control (DMSO) yielded images with distinguishable, round nuclei situated 

within a green acridine orange area which stained cytoplasmic cell areas. Minimal PI 

was detected in DMSO samples, indicating that cells appeared healthy (Figure 23A). 

The dendritic-like connections were not visually evident under these stains. Exposure 

to PCP resulted in nuclei disfigurement as they were not as tightly confined to distinct 

round shapes, which can be visualised in the merge of Figure 23B. Acridine orange 

revealed a few pin point areas fluorescing more brightly than surrounding green 

areas outside the nuclei. Furthermore, there was an upregulation in PI fluorescence 

compared to DMSO, indicating greater cell death. Confluence across a well 

containing cells exposed to PCP was not uniform, with some  areas retaining very 

few cells, with other areas being more confluent but with compromised cell integrity 

(Figure 23B). Similar results were observed after exposure to TCBQ (Figure 23C) 
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with regard to Hoechst 33342 and PI fluorescence, however acridine orange did not 

exhibit bright pin points, but merely a loss in overall morphology integrity. A further 

difference observed between PCP and TCBQ was that cells exposed to TCBQ 

displayed more uniformity in confluence, with compromised cells not congregating, 

but rather separated throughout the well (Figure 23C). Cells exposed to TCHQ 

clumped together and lifted off the surface, indicating weakened surface adhesion 

properties. This was not noted under light microscopy, and could be ascribed to the 

assay procedure. Although fluorescence microscopy images of TCHQ treated cells 

were optically aberrated, an extensive increase in PI fluorescence is clear, a stark 

indicator for the occurrence of cell death (Figure 23D).  
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        3.5.1 Light microscopy 
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Figure 22: Light microscopy images of SH-SY5Y cells following 48 h exposure to A) DMSO 

(vehicle control), B) PCP, C) TCBQ, D) TCHQ, and E) DDT (100x magnification). 
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3.5.2 Fluorescence microscopy  
 

 

Figure 23: Fluorescence microscopy images of SH-SY5Y cells at 400x magnification 

following 48 h exposure to A) DMSO, B) PCP, C) TCBQ and D) TCHQ. Fluorescent dyes 

used were Hoechst 33342, acridne orange and PI. Merge indicates superimposed images of 

the three dyes. 
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3.6. Reactive oxygen species 

 

Reactive oxygen species levels were assessed flow cytometrically using DCFDA, 

which in the presence of ROS is oxidised to form the fluorescent DCF molecule, 

which was used to quantify fold changes in ROS levels relative to the vehicle control 

(Figure 24). End point ROS was determined after exposure to the compounds for 4, 

24, and 48 h exposure. The vehicle control did not depart significantly from the 

negative control. Pentachlorophenol resulted in a 2.2 fold increase in ROS only after 

48 h, with no changes observed after 4 and 24 h exposure. Changes in ROS levels 

after TCBQ exposure appeared earlier. Although no activity was noted after 4 h, 1.9 

and 2.0 fold increases after 24 and 48 h exposure were noted, respectively. 

Interestingly, there was a 0.7 fold decrease in ROS following 4 h exposure to TCHQ, 

which was reversed to 1.7 and 1.9 fold increases after 24 and 48 h exposure 

respectively. The positive control, AAPH, resulted in increased ROS levels, indicating 

assay efficacy. Results were confirmed via spectrofluorometry using the same dye, 

which also indicated increased ROS levels following 48 h exposure to test 

compounds.  
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Figure 24: Fold change in reactive oxygen species (ROS) relative to vehicle control (DMSO) 

following 4, 24, or 48 h exposure to PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ, or AAPH (positive control). 

Significance of changes compared to the vehicle control of the same time point are indicated 

as ** = p < 0.01, and *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.7. Mitochondrial membrane potential 

 

Changes in Δᴪm were quantified flow cytometrically using JC-1 dye. The ratio of 

orange to green was detected; orange indicates JC-1 aggregate formation in healthy 

mitochondria, whereas green indicates monomers as a result of decreased Δᴪm. 

This was performed in tandem with ROS assessment at 4, 24 and 48 h time points. 

Fold changes in Δᴪm were obtained by comparison to the vehicle control, which was 

not significantly different to the negative control. Exposure to PCP resulted in a 

reduced Δᴪm after all exposure times, with reduction being greater following 24 and 

48 h exposure (p < 0.01). Reduction in Δᴪm due to TCBQ occurred in a time-

dependant manner, the greatest of which was a 0.4 fold change after 48 h. Effects on 

Δᴪm were not as pronounced following TCHQ exposure, which exhibited 0.8 fold 

changes after 4 and 48 h (p < 0.05), and no change after 24 h.  Rotenone, known to 

decrease Δᴪm, served as the positive control, which worked as expected (Figure 

25). 
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Figure 25: Fold change in mitochondrial membrane potential (Δᴪm) relative to DMSO 

(vehicle control) following 4, 24, or 48 h exposure to PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ or rotenone 

(positive control). Significance of changes compared to the vehicle control of the same time 

point are indicated as * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, and *** = p < 0.001. 
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3.8. Reduced glutathione content 

 

Reduced glutathione was assessed spectrofluorometrically by quantifying the 

fluorescence of MCB caused by binding GSH. Fold changes in GSH levels were 

obtained when compared to DMSO, which was not significantly different to the 

negative control. Exposure to PCP and TCBQ for 48 h resulted in 0.8 and 0.7 fold 

decreases in GSH respectively (p < 0.01). In contrast, exposure to TCHQ yielded a 

1.4 fold increase in GSH. n-Ethylmaleimide served as positive control and resulted in 

an expected GSH decrease, indicating satisfactory performance of the assay (Figure 

26). 
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Figure 26: Change in GSH levels relative to DMSO (vehicle control) following 48 h exposure 

to PCP, TCBQ, TCHQ, or NEM (positive control). Significance of changes compared to the 

vehicle control are indicated as ** = p < 0.01. 
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3.9. Acetylcholinesterase activity 

 

3.9.1. Ellman esterase assay 

Effects of cytotoxic IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ and TCHQ (concentrations 

obtained from the SRB assay) on AChE activity was assessed using the Ellman 

esterase assay. A small, but significant (p < 0.01) decrease in activity was observed 

between the negative and vehicle control. Vehicle control values were used for 

comparison purposes in this assay. Although PCP and TCBQ had no effect on AChE 

activity, 63.7 µM TCHQ reduced AChE activity to 82% (Figure 27). Galanthamine, 

which served as positive control, reduced AChE activity to 11% functionality, 

indicating satisfactory assay performance.  

The same assay was used to determine concentrations at which AChE activity is 

inhibited by 50%, termed the Ellman IC50. Concentrations assessed ranged from 20 

µM below each compound’s cytotoxic IC50 concentration, and ascended to 150 µM in 

20 µM increments. No effect was observed under 150 µM PCP or TCBQ, indicating 

negligible effects on AChE activity. Higher concentrations were not tested as these 

are not deemed physiological. In contrast, a dose-response effect was observed for 

TCHQ, producing an Ellman IC50 of 79.7 ± 7.7 µM (Figure 28). It should be noted that 

after 24 h, wells containing TCHQ were visually much lighter, while wells containing 

galanthamine had returned to the dark yellow akin to the negative control, possibly 

indicating that TCHQ may be an irreversible inhibitor. This observation is however 

anecdotal as the assay is not designed for long term assessment.  
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Figure 27: Effect of cytotoxic IC50 concentrations of PCP, TCBQ, and TCHQ, 

(concentrations determined from the SRB assay), on AChE activity. Significance is indicated 

by † = p <0.01 when compared to negative control (N/C), and ** = p < 0.01 and *** = p 

<0.001 when compared to DMSO (vehicle control). 
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Figure 28: Inhibitory activity of TCHQ on AChE. The Ellman IC50 was determined as 79.7 ± 

7.7 µM. 
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3.9.2. Molecular docking 

It was hypothesised that TCHQ (and PCP at high concentrations) may competitively 

inhibit AChE activity by the binding of structural analogues within the active site 

gorge of AChE, thus barring normal catalytic action on ACh, a concept which is 

detailed in the discussion. The structural analogues were thought to stem from the 

binding of PCP or TCHQ to acetate or choline. This hypothesis was tested by 

docking the suspected inhibitors (ligands) to the active site of AChE (receptor) in 

order to obtain realistic plausibility of the working theory, where a good fit and binding 

affinity would further support the hypothesis, while a poor fit or binding affinity would 

refute it. Seven structural analogues of PCP and TCHQ were determined as possible 

ligands. These were generated in Chemsketch, where acetate (Ac) or choline (Ch) 

was bound to either one or both oxygen atoms of the test compounds. Each 

structural analogue was allocated a simplified name, and IUPAC names were 

generated (Table 2). The molecular structures of these ligands are depicted in Table 

3. The hypothesised mechanism was considered improbable for TCBQ, as, unlike 

PCP and TCHQ, it confers a very low probability of binding acetate or choline, and 

cannot form structural analogues as possible AChE inhibitors. For this reason, TCBQ 

was not included in in silico assessment. 

Table 2: Simplified and IUPAC names of ligands suspected to be implicated in AChE 

inhibition. 

Simplified name IUPAC name 

TCHQ-Ac 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-hydroxyphenyl acetate 

TCHQ-choline N,N,N-trimethyl-2-(2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-

hydroxyphenoxy)ethan-1-aminium 

Ac-TCHQ-Ac 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-1,4-phenylene diacetate 

Choline-TCHQ-choline 2,2'-[(2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-1,4-

phenylene)bis(oxy)]bis(N,N,N-trimethylethan-1-aminium) 

Ac-TCHQ-choline 2-[4-(acetyloxy)-2,3,5,6-tetrachlorophenoxy]-N,N,N-

trimethylethan-1-aminium 

PCP-Ac Pentachlorophenyl acetate 

PCP-choline N,N,N-trimethyl-2-(pentachlorophenoxy)ethan-1-aminium 
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Table 3: Chemical structures and simplified names of PCP and TCHQ structural analogues 
hypothesised to be involved in AChE inhibition. Red = acetate addition, blue = choline 
addition. 

 

 
TCHQ-Ac TCHQ-choline 

 

 

Ac-TCHQ-Ac Choline-TCHQ-choline 
 

 
PCP-Ac Ac-TCHQ-choline 
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Numerical output of molecular docking: 

Forty-seven electric eel AChE PBD files were identified on the RCSB protein bank 

database as receptors to be used in the docking process.228-258 Each receptor carries 

an identifiable name, such as 1acj. Electric eel AChE receptors were used as this 

was the origin of AChE used in the Ellman esterase assay. These are files of AChE 

structures solved by x-ray crystallography, most of which harboured bound ligands in 

the active site. These ligands were predominantly Alzheimer’s drugs such as tacrine 

or galanthamine, or derivatives thereof, which are reversible inhibitors of AChE. For 

docking purposes, these original ligands were removed from PDB files and the PCP- 

and TCHQ-analogous ligands docked in their place in the active site. This docking 

process yielded predicted binding energies for each ligand docked to each receptor, 

and the averages obtained from the two docking software packages used were 

assessed. Binding energies hardly deviated from one software package to another, 

indicating high agreement.  

None of the binding energies reached below -9 kJ/mol, and ranged between -8.1 and 

-5.3 kJ/mol. Box plots of binding energies were generated for each ligand, which 

indicated minimum, maximum, first and third quartile, and median values (Figure 29). 

Surprisingly, PCP-Ac displayed the best binding energies, such as -8.1 and -8.0 

kJ/mol when docked to 1e66233 and 1ut6.240 The ligand with the next best binding 

energy was Ac-TCHQ-Ac at -7.9 when bound to 1fss. This ligand displayed the 

lowest maximum binding energy of -7 kJ/mol, as well as a narrower range compared 

to the other ligands. Ac-TCHQ-Ac also displayed the lowest binding energy of ligands 

bound to 1qti,241 a receptor whose original ligand was galanthamine, the same 

inhibitor used as positive control in the Ellman esterase assay.  
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Figure 29: Box plots showing binding energies of ligands docked to 47 AChE receptor 

molecules. Whiskers indicate maximum and minimum, box edges indicate first and third 

quartiles and horizontal lines inside boxes indicate medians of binding energy. 

 

Visual output of molecular docking: 

Ligands docked to receptors were viewed in a 3D rotational capacity in Chimera, 

which revealed spatial orientation of the ligand with regard to placement in the 

receptor and surrounding amino acids (Figures 30 and 31). Superimposition of ACh 

(Figure 32), or the receptor’s original ligand (Figure 33) allowed for the assessment 

of any ligand overlap, which would indicate incompatibility for mutually inclusive 

occurrence. Four receptor docked ligands were chosen for presentation purposes: A) 

PCP-Ac in 1ut6, which displayed one of the lowest binding energies, B) Ac-TCHQ-Ac 

in 1qti, which was the ligand with the lowest binding energy in the original 
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galanthamine containing receptor, C) TCHQ-Ac in 1zgc,245 which was the lowest 

binding energy of the TCHQ-Ac ligands, and D) Ch-TCHQ-Ch in 1acj,228 which was 

the docked ligand displaying the highest binding energy, and was chosen for 

comparison purposes.  

In the evaluation of spatial positioning of docked ligands with regard to binding site 

amino acids, the PCP-Ac and TCHQ-Ac ligands appeared sandwiched in parallel 

with the aromatic moieties of TRP 84 and PHE 330, as well as perpendicularly 

covered by TYR 334 (Figures 30A and C) These ligands also appeared to be in 

relatively close proximity to TYR 121, GLU 199, and HIS 440. Positioning of Ac-

TCHQ-Ac was perpendicular to TRP 84, and proximal, but not perpendicular or 

parallel to PHE 330, PHE 331 and TYR 334. Other proximal amino acids included 

TRP 279, TYR 121, and PHE 290 (Figure 30B). Docked Ch-TCHQ-Ch was relatively 

far removed from TRP 84, and its aromatic moiety was most closely perpendicular to 

TRP 279 (Figure 30D). 

Visualisation of docked ligands with receptor surfaces shown displayed the general 

ligand position within the binding site. PCP-Ac and TCHQ-Ac sit deep within the 

active site gorge (Figures 31A and C), while Ac-TCHQ-Ac spans this gorge length-

wise (Figure 31B). Ch-TCHQ-Ch poses at the entry of the gorge and does not 

penetrate far inside (Figure 31D). Docked ligands were superimposed with ACh in 

order to assess ligand-substrate overlap. The three ligands with relatively low binding 

energies displayed a small amount of overlap (Figures 32 A-C), the most pronounced 

of which was Ac-TCHQ-Ac (Figure 32B). In contrast, Ch-TCHQ-Ch exhibited no 

overlap with ACh (Figure 32D). In a similar fashion, docked ligands were 

superimposed with original receptor ligands. This revealed aromatic moieties of 

docked ligands to be positioned in a similar orientation of original ligands, which were 

the AChE inhibitors: tacrine, galanthamine and (RS)-tacrine(10)-hupyridone for the 

three ligands with low binding energies (Figures 33A-C), while Ch-TCHQ-Ch was far 

removed from its corresponding original (Figure 33D). Figures 34 and 35 represent 

examples of ligand spatial relation to ACh within AChE. 
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Figure 30: Docked ligands in AChE receptors with surrounding amino acid and ribbon 

structures. Ligands in receptors are: A) PCP-Ac in 1ut6, B) Ac-TCHQ-Ac in 1qti, C) TCHQ-Ac 

in 1zgc and D) Ch-TCHQ-Ch in 1acj. 

C D 
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C D 

  

B A 

Figure 31: Docked ligands in AChE receptors. Receptor surfaces are shown for visualisation 

of ligand positioning within the active site gorge. Ligands in receptors are: A) PCP-Ac in 1ut6, 

B) Ac-TCHQ-Ac in 1qti, C) TCHQ-Ac in 1zgc and D) Ch-TCHQ-Ch in 1acj. 
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A B 

Figure 32: Docked ligands (blue) superimposed with ACh (green). Ligand and ACh surfaces 

are shown for overlap visualisation. Ligands in receptors are: A) PCP-Ac in 1ut6, B) Ac-

TCHQ-Ac in 1qti, C) TCHQ-Ac in 1zgc and D) Ch-TCHQ-Ch in 1acj. 

C D 
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Figure 33: Docked ligands (beige) superimposed with receptor's original ligand (blue). 

Docked ligands superimposed with original ligands are: A) PCP-Ac with tacrine derivative, B) 

Ac-TCHQ-Ac with galanthamine, C) TCHQ-Ac with (RS)-tacrine(10)-hupyridone and D) Ch-

TCHQ-Ch with tacrine. 
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Figure 34: Visualisation of ligand PCP-Ac docked to receptor 1ut6, superimposed with ACh. 
Atoms of AChE are shown, with focus on the ligands. 

 

Figure 35: Visualisation of ligand PCP-Ac docked to receptor 1ut6, superimposed with ACh. 
Surface of AChE is shown to visualise ligand atoms within the active site gorge. 
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3.9.3. Molecular dynamics simulation 

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed in order to assess ligand binding 

stability and behaviour within a simulated environment. This process requires a large 

amount of processing power and time, thus two ligands were chosen upon which to 

run the simulation: PCP-Ac in 1ut6, which had one of the lowest binding energies in 

molecular docking, and Ac-TCHQ-Ac in 1qti, which had the lowest binding energy for 

the receptor whose original ligand was galanthamine. Upon visualisation in virtual 

molecular dynamics software, the position of both ligands remained fairly stable 

within the active site gorge, and did not fall out of the binding site. Average binding 

energies of both test ligands were relatively high when compared to the original 

ligands simulated in the same manner (Table 4). 

 

Table 4: Summary of average binding energies from two molecular dynamics simulations. 

Ligand Receptor 
Binding 
energy 

(kJ/mol) 
Original ligand 

Original ligand 
binding energy 

(kJ/mol) 

Ac-TCHQ-Ac 1qti 
-223.376   +/-   

47.453 
Galanthamine 

-999.803   +/-   

57.560 

PCP-Ac 1ut6 
-222.497   +/-   

12.116 

Tacrine 

derivative 

-1174.465   +/-  

100.129 
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Chapter 4:  Discussion 
 

4.1. Detection of cytotoxicity 

All three compounds exhibited cytotoxic effects on SH-SY5Y cells in a dose-

dependent manner. Of the three compounds tested, the most potent was the 

metabolite TCBQ, and the least potent was the parent compound PCP. This was 

unsurprising, as the occurrence of metabolites harbouring greater toxicity than their 

parent compound is a common phenomenon in drug and xenobiotic metabolism.259 

The IC50 concentrations were found to be in a fairly high micromolar range, however 

remained below 100 µM, suggesting that adverse neurotoxic effects would be more 

likely observed in chronic rather than acute exposure circumstances in vivo, 

especially given the bioaccumulation discussed in the introduction. 

A few studies have been conducted to assess PCP toxicity on neuronal cell lines, but 

neglected to include evaluation of its metabolites. Folch et al. conducted a study on 

the pathway of apoptosis induced by PCP in rat cerebellar granule neurons 

(CGNs).50 This study found PCP to decrease cell viability in a dose-dependent 

manner at concentrations ranging from 10-100 µM, a similar effect as seen in the 

SH-SY5Y cell line in the present study. Tang et al. evaluated the toxicity of a number 

of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, one of which was PCP, in SH-SY5Y cells and 

C6 rat glioma cells.260 Concentrations of PCP used in this study were between 0.03 

and 30 µM. At these concentrations, no significant differences were found in cell 

viability without metabolic activation of the cells. Higher concentrations, however 

induced some reduction in cell viability when cells were metabolically activated. This 

is in agreement with the cytotoxic results obtained in the present study, which also 

suggest PCP inactivity against neuronal cells at concentrations lower than 30 µM.  

Cytotoxicity studies have also been conducted focusing on adherent, non-neuronal 

mammalian cell lines to varying capacities. Schroeder et al. demonstrated IC50 

values of 68, 129 and 144 µM for PCP, TCBQ and TCHQ, respectively in the 

hepatocyte HepG2 cell line.28 This study indicated greater potency of the parent than 

the metabolites, which is in contrast to results obtained in the present study as well 

as others,203,261,262 and may be cell line specific. Tanaka et al. reported PCP IC50 

values in mammalian cell lines at 193 µM in HeLa cells (human cervical cancer), 298 
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µM in NRK-52E rat kidney cells, and 93 µM in NB-1 human neuroblast cells.263 The 

IC50 found for PCP in this study corresponds with that of the human neuroblast cell 

line. Lower IC50 values in neuronal cell lines indicate neurons to be more sensitive to 

PCP toxicity than some other cell lines, excluding the case of HepG2 cells.  

Concentrations at which TCBQ has been demonstrated to induce similar cytotoxic 

effects as observed in the present study in different cell lines include 25 µM in PC12 

cells (neural crest pheochromocytoma),264 and 50 µM in mouse embryonic cells.265 In 

Jurkat T (lymphocyte) cells, TCHQ was able to induce 30-40% cell death at 20 

µM,262 while 50 µM TCHQ has been reported to reduce mouse splenocyte viability to 

28%.203 This suggests that concentrations at which the two metabolites exert 

cytotoxicity in SH-SY5Y cells do not depart largely from that seen in other cell lines.  

The use of the SRB assay provides an essential starting point for the assessment of 

toxicity, however does not provide specific information relating to mechanistics, as it 

is based on cell density as determined indirectly by total protein content relevant to 

the vehicle control. A loss in cell density may relate to induction of cell death, or mere 

anti-proliferative action (although visualisation of effects under a microscope 

indicated cell death), and does not indicate specific effects. As such the SRB was 

complimented by an array of further investigation delineated below. 

  

4.2. Cell cycle 

The use of multiple time points in cell cycle analysis allowed for the evaluation of 

time-dependent effects, and was appropriate as the use of a single end point would 

have resulted in potentially missing effects occurring early on. No change in cell 

cycle was observed following 12 h exposure to PCP, however effects were noted 

following 12 h exposure to TCBQ and TCHQ, indicating that the two metabolites act 

more quickly than the parent compound.  

At this time point, TCBQ caused an accumulation of cells appearing in S phase, 

accompanied by a decrease in the G1 population, however no significant change 

occurred in the G2/M phase. This suggests a prolonged traverse of cells through S-

phase, which ultimately fall out of cell cycling before G1 phase is reached. The 

prolongation of S phase has been reported to be eventuated via a ubiquination 
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proteolytic pathway, whereupon the downregulation of ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme 

H7 (UbcH7) modulates Chk1 to delay the passage of cells to G2 phase.266,267 This 

pathway may have been activated due to DNA damage accumulated during 

replication as a result of TCBQ exposure in order to allow time for an attempt at DNA 

repair.  While a number of cells will likely fall out of the cell cycle into cell death at this 

point, this type of prolongation of S phase may allow cells to eventually progress to 

G2 phase, which may explain the maintenance of events observed in the G2/M 

population. Failure to repair extensive DNA damage will however result in an 

impasse at the G2/M checkpoint, also resulting in a cascade of events causing 

apoptosis,268 which is already seen after 12 h by an increased sub-G1 population. 

Cells in sub-G1 are characterised by less DNA content than their G1 counterparts, a 

phenomenon observed in apoptotic cells due to specific DNA fragmentation 

laddering patterns, which result in DNA strand lengths of 180-200 base pairs.269 This 

systematic DNA fragmentation is usually a downstream result of the apoptosis 

process. This may be accompanied by other fragment lengths if DNA strand breaks 

are an upstream cause of cell death induction.270 In order for cells to appear in the 

sub-G1 peak of cell cycle analysis, cells must have lost enough DNA such that the 

DNA content is below that of cells in G1.271 This concept may lead to the 

underestimation of apoptotic events, as G2 cells undergoing early apoptosis may not 

have lost enough DNA to present as sub-diploid, and their DNA content may 

resemble that of cells in S phase. While this may be a contributing factor to the 

increase observed in S phase events, it is unlikely to be the primary cause of this 

increase. Morphological DNA changes associated with S phase prolongation include 

nuclear lobulation,267 micronuclei, and excessive chromosome decondensation.272 

The inability to restore changes in chromosomal decondensation following replication 

may potentiate S-phase lag, as appropriate resting chromatin architecture is 

essential to gap phases of interphase.273 On the other hand, it has been reported that 

cells blockaded at early stages in S phase are due to a disabled capacity for 

chromosome decondensation due a reduction in minichromosome maintenance 

protein complex (MCM).274 This process bars access of replication machinery to 

DNA, and thus impairs DNA replication, in which case the DNA content of S phase 

cells would resemble that of G1, making it an unlikely scenario for TCBQ action, as 

DNA replication was already apparent by the increase in DNA content in S phase. As 

such, the first described processes of S phase prolongation are the preferred 
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proposition for TCBQ effects on cell cycle. Sequential increases of events in the sub-

G1 population were evident after 24 and 48 h exposure to this compound, the most 

drastic of which was after 48 h exposure, suggesting that, while apoptosis may be as 

early onset as 12 h, the bulk of apoptotic eventuation occurs after more extended 

TCBQ exposure. The increase in S phase population observed at 12 h was no longer 

apparent at 24 h, however a decrease in G1, along with restoration of S phase back 

to similar levels as the vehicle control, indicated cells lost to apoptosis before they 

were able to cycle back to G1. Decreases in G1, S and G2/M populations after 48 h 

correspond to a large amount of apoptotic cells unable to continue the cell cycle 

traverse.  

After 12 h TCHQ exposure to SH-SY5Y cells, there was an accumulation of cells in 

the G2/M phase, accompanied by a decrease of events in the G1 population, 

indicating a G2/M block. Two possibilities exist for the occurrence of this, the 

predominantly occurring one being the activation and maintenance of the G2/M 

checkpoint, whereupon cells are unable to proceed to mitosis due to detected DNA 

damage, the threshold of which is up to 20 DSB.275 This checkpoint may be activated 

via p53-dependent or independent pathways, or an overlap of both.95 One such 

pathway independent of p53 involves the maintained inactivation of CDK1.276 This is 

initiated upon the recognition of DNA damage by ATM or ataxia telangiectasia and 

Rad3-related protein (ATR),277 which subsequently phosphorylate Chk1 or Chk2, 

which in turn phosphorylate and inhibit CDC25.276 This ultimately leads to inhibitory 

action by wee1 on CDK1, preventing it from binding cyclin B, thus preventing G2/M 

transition.278 A p53 dependent pathway also involves the inhibition of CDK195 by 

initiating transcription of CDK1 inhibitors p21, 14-3-3σ, and Growth Arrest and DNA 

Damage-inducible 45 (GADD45),279-281 as well as through the inhibition of CDK 

activating kinase (CAK).282 This is not an exhaustive description of events involved in 

a G2/M checkpoint blockade, but serves to indicate possible predominant features 

that might be implicated by the TCHQ induced G2/M block. Cells remaining at the 

G2/M boundary for extended periods are reported to subsequently undergo cell 

death.283 Abrogation of the G2/M checkpoint and inappropriate progression to mitosis 

in the presence of DNA damage has also been reported to potentiate cell death,283 

however this is doubtful to be the mode of action incurred by TCHQ exposure as it 

would not result in the observed increase in events at G2/M in cell cycle analysis. 
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The second possible cause of the accumulation of events in the G2/M population is 

an impasse reached at the spindle checkpoint, preventing cells from completing 

mitotic division and progressing to G1 phase. Under this assumption, improper 

chromosomal separation causes the maintained inactivation of microtubule action 

due to cadherin-1 and CDC20 via the inhibition of APC, thus preventing cells from 

completing mitotic division.284 A prolonged spindle checkpoint arrest has been 

demonstrated to cause DNA degradation due to caspase-activated DNase (CAD), 

which then promotes p53 dependent cell death.285 The DNA content of cells is the 

same for those in G2 phase as M phase,34 and as such cells in these two phases are 

indistinguishable from one another in the PI cell cycle method used in the present 

study, thus it cannot be explicitly determined whether cells treated with TCHQ are 

arrested at the G2/M boundary or in the mitotic phase due to spindle checkpoint 

activation. Further investigation such as PCR would need to be conducted in order to 

determine which cell cycle factors are implicated in order to infer the particular cause 

of the G2/M block. Nonetheless, the impaired progression of cells to G1 phase can 

be a potent initiator or contributing factor to cytotoxicity and cell death. No increase in 

cell death was observed in the sub-G1 phase following 12 h exposure to TCHQ, 

indicating that there is a more rapid onset of cell death by TCBQ than TCHQ. After 

24 h exposure however, there was an increase in the sub-G1 population, which was 

larger than the corresponding TCBQ sub-G1 population, signifying a more sudden 

onset of cell death occurring after at least a 12 h delay. This sub-G1 increase was 

further augmented after 48 h, indicating cell death to occur in a time dependent 

manner, with DNA fragmentation processes being present. This time-dependent 

increase in sub-G1 cells was likely observable due to the cells not being 

synchronised in cell cycle prior to TCHQ exposure, as cells already in or near G2 

would undergo cell death earlier than those in prior cell cycle phases as they 

required time allowed to traverse to the G2/M blockade. After both 24 and 48 h 

TCHQ exposure, the cell cycle block seen at 12 h was no longer apparent due to 

decreases in G1, S and G2/M phases as the cells had evidently fallen out of the cell 

cycle into cell death. One exception was that no significant change was observed in 

the G2/M fraction when compared to the vehicle control at 48 h, which might indicate 

either a latent re-emergence of the G2/M block in the remaining live cell population, 

or an attempt at cell growth recovery by cells for which death did not ensue.  
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After 24 h, PCP exerted a G1 block as seen by a relatively small increase in the G1 

population, which was consistent throughout all runs and statistically significant (p < 

0.01). This was accompanied by a decrease in S phase, as well as an increase in 

sub-G1, indicating cell cycle exit before entry into S phase. The most likely cause of 

this is arrest at the G1/S checkpoint, which can result in one of two fates: inhibition of 

proliferation, or cell death. It is evident that the latter was the fate of PCP treated 

cells due to the increase in the sub-G1 population. Cell death arising from this may 

be as a direct result of the G1 block, or the G1 arrest may cause cells to be 

sensitised to DNA damage. The onset of continued G1 arrest or cell death at this 

point is often dependent on p53, which may be activated either by detection of DNA 

damage or by direct stimuli of cytotoxic compounds.286 This activation causes p21 to 

inhibit CDK-cyclin D complexes and RB phosphorylation, which inhibits progression 

to S phase.113,287 In cases where damage is insurmountable, subsequent cell death 

has been reported to be ensued by p53 activation of pro-apoptotic factors such as 

Bcl-2-associated X protein (Bax), Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 3 (IgF-

Bp3), and TNF receptor genes such as Fas and death receptor 5 (DR5),113,288,289 

which results in a cascade of events leading to cell death. It has also been reported 

that G1 arrest due to p21 activation and eventual cell death can occur due to 

metabolic stress in the absence of DNA damage.290 Considering the ability of PCP to 

uncouple oxidative phosphorylation and the elevated ROS production observed in 

the present study, it is probable that a combination of DNA damage and metabolic 

stress stimuli contributed to the G1 arrest. After 48 h PCP exposure, the evidence of 

a G1 block had subsided as the majority of events occurred in the sub-G1 fraction. 

The assessment of a range of concentrations of PCP revealed a dose-dependent 

increase in the sub-G1 population, which supports the dose-dependent effect on cell 

growth observed in the SRB assay. This is corroborated by Yang et al., who also 

found time- and dose-dependent cell death as a result of PCP exposure.291 The two 

lower concentrations yielded a decrease in S phase events only, while the two higher 

concentrations resulted in a decrease in all non-sub-G1 phases, indicating that S-

phase is the first phase from which cells dissipate, further supporting the induction of 

cell death at the G1/S boundary.  

A moderate amount of literature exists regarding the effects of PCP and its 

metabolites on ROS and GSH in different cell lines, however very few studies have 
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evaluated effects on cell cycle, which is surprising given the profound impact ROS 

and GSH can have on the cell cycle.292-294 In lieu of this, a few studies have used cell 

cycle analysis for the evaluation of DNA fragmentation in apoptosis determination. 

These studies tended to focus on sub-G1 changes, with no discussion pertaining to 

the other cell cycle phases. DNA fragmentation is most frequently associated with 

apoptosis, however is known to occur in necrotic cell death as well. This is 

particularly so for ROS-mediated necrosis, where oxidative damage to DNA includes 

single and double strand breaks.270 Apoptotic DNA fragmentation presents with 

characteristic DNA laddering as DNA is cleaved into short 180 base pairs 

oligonucleotides by CAD.295 The presence of apoptosis or necrosis cannot be 

explicitly determined by the sub-G1 population of cell cycle analysis alone, and 

requires confirmation with further assays, such as the TUNEL assay, gel 

electrophoresis, or Annexin V/PI staining among others. A number of studies on PCP 

and its metabolites have used the sub-G1 population of cell cycle analysis to 

determine the occurrence of DNA fragmentation. Wispriyono et al., Schaefer et al. 

and Chen et al. found apoptotic DNA fragmentation by increased sub-G1 due to 

PCP, which was confirmed by other techniques.262,296,297 Chen et al., however, noted 

that PCP was able to induce both apoptosis and necrosis in a similar concentration 

range, while Schaefer et al. did not rule out the possibility of necrosis. Dong et al. did 

not conduct cell cycle analysis, but did find that PCP induced DNA laddering.298 In 

contrast, Michałowicz et al. and Wang et al. found necrotic-like DNA strand breaks in 

their assessment of PCP, indicating that resultant DNA damage may be dependent 

on cell type, as each of these studies focused on different mammalian cell 

lines.299,300 Apoptotic DNA fragmentation has also been described for TCHQ at 

slightly lower concentrations by sub-G1 increases and confirmed by DNA 

laddering.262,300 Interestingly, Chen et al. found an increase in sub-G1 and DNA 

laddering for lower doses of TCHQ (12.5 µM), however this was not the case for 

higher doses (50 µM), where necrosis occurred, and no fragmentation presented in 

the sub-G1 population.203  

These results empirically demonstrate that cell cycle is affected in neuronal cells in 

vitro, which suggest the possibility that proliferative neurons in vivo may also be 

affected in a similar manner. Alternatively, or additionally, the ability to affect cell 

cycle may be manifested by either a disruption of neural plasticity, which relies on a 
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differential role of cell cycle proteins,127 or the onset of abortive cell cycle re-entry, 

particularly in the case of elicited DNA damage.301 Indeed, Folch et al. found aberrant 

expression of proteins implicated in cell cycle re-entry in rat CGNs following PCP 

exposure, but did not consider effects of its metabolites.50 Cell cycle dysregulation 

such as aberrant cell cycle re-entry, along with ROS have been implicated in the 

onset of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), however the exact mechanisms of this 

involvement is poorly understood and somewhat disputed in literature, and may only 

be applicable to genetically susceptible individuals.149,302,303 Chronic low-dose 

pesticide exposure has been associated with the development of AD as well as other 

neurodegenerative diseases, and is quickly becoming recognised as a risk 

factor.304,305 Thus, further investigation into the cell cycle effects of PCP and its 

metabolites on post-mitotic and in vivo neurons is warranted, as accurate 

extrapolation from a proliferative cell line is limited, however these results certainly 

highlight an avenue for exploration of poorly understood risk factors in 

neurodegenerative diseases. Even in the absence of AD onset, the loss of neurons 

to cell death or changes in plasticity have the potential to induce aberrant brain 

functioning. 

 

4.3. Mode of cell death 

The ultimate consequence of PCP, TCBQ or TCHQ exposure varied in terms of 

mode of cell death, indicating different pathways leading to demise. It should be 

noted that the Nomenclature Committee on Cell Death has proposed 

recommendations74 that the usage of terms classifying cell death should be explicitly 

clarified in light of the emergence of blurred distinction between modes of cell death, 

due to continuous discovery of atypical cell death process.147 In this study, apoptosis 

was determined by the presence of presented PS without comprised cell membrane 

(Annexin V+/PI-), and necrosis as cells with compromised membrane integrity 

(Annexin V-/PI+). The presence of both factors on its own is ambiguous, thus the 

relative contribution of the first two instances served in combination with Annexin 

V+/PI+ to determine predominant type of cell death. Terms such as apopnecrosis, 

pyronecrosis and necroptosis are deemed tentative and are thus avoided, however 
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the overlap of apoptotic and necrotic processes are discussed, as it is becomes ever 

clearer that the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive.306 

Necrosis appeared to be the predominant mode of death of PCP in SH-SY5Y cells, 

indicated by the cellular perfusion of PI, which implicates compromised cell 

membrane integrity, a hallmark of necrosis.74 Apoptotic cell death was not evident as 

an ultimate mode of cell death, as there was negligible exposure of membranous PS 

upon Annexin V-FITC staining in the absence of a permeated cell membrane. There 

was however a slight increase in caspase-3 activation, as well as DNA fragmentation 

in the sub-G1 fraction of cell cycle analysis. Caspases are usually associated with 

apoptosis,82 and although their involvement in non-apoptotic processes have been 

discovered,307-309 it is more likely that caspase dependent apoptosis was initiated, 

and subsequently diverted to necrosis due to disrupted cellular bioenergetics,310 

since increased ROS and Δᴪm collapse was observed. Apoptosis is an energy 

dependent process and requires adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to be carried out to 

completion.311 While apoptosis is frequently onset by mitochondrial membrane 

permeabilization, extensive Δᴪm collapse may also result in disrupted cellular 

metabolism and depleted ATP production, as the mitochondria is the main source of 

cellular ATP.310 Depleted ATP levels lasting for a short period of time initiate 

apoptotic signalling, and the recovery of ATP allows for apoptosome formation and 

subsequent apoptosis, while extended absence of sufficient ATP results in necrotic 

cell death due to the inability of cyt c to bind pro-caspases.312 This process, while 

resulting in initial caspase activation, contributes to the inhibition of continued 

intrinsic apoptosis pathway activity. It is unknown whether a threshold of caspase 

activation is required for ultimate apoptotic death, however Racke et al. noted that for 

apoptosis morphology to occur, activation of caspase-3 alone did not suffice.313 

Somewhat paradoxically, the activation of caspases can in fact potentiate the onset 

of necrotic death by cleaving mitochondrial complexes I and II in the presence of 

Δᴪm collapse, thus further hindering ATP production.314,315 

Independent of caspase activity, an energy dependent switch between apoptosis and 

necrosis involving the TNF death receptor pathway has been described by Los et 

al.316 Here, it was discovered that the cleavage and activation of poly (ADP-ribose) 

polymerase 1 (PARP-1) caused ATP depletion, which potentiated the diversion of 

necrosis from apoptosis. The activation of PARP-1 was augmented by oxidative 
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stress, which indicates that this process may be present in PCP induced necrosis as 

increased ROS was also observed in the present study. Los et al. also found that 

PARP-1-mediated energy disruption occurred in the glycolytic pathway of cellular 

metabolism, however it was noted that Δᴪm permeabilization may occur as a 

secondary result.316 There is therefore a possibility of co-operation between PARP-1 

and mitochondrial dependent ATP depletion involved in the apoptosis-necrosis 

switch postulated in the present study. The switch from apoptosis to necrosis in PCP 

cell death would explain not only the small increase observed in caspase-3, but also 

the presence of DNA fragmentation in cell cycle analysis. It is possible however that 

the sub-G1 population may have contained cleaved DNA strands from upstream 

DNA damage elicited by ROS in addition to apoptotic oligonucleotides.  

The presiding mode of cell death induced by PCP is disputed in literature, with a 

number of studies finding either apoptotic or necrotic cell death in different cell lines 

(Table 5). There appears to be no pattern evident in the type of cells suffering 

apoptosis or necrosis, however it is possible that the mode of death induced may be 

highly cell line specific, with those more susceptible to ATP depletion presenting with 

necrosis. The precise reason for this discrepancy would require further investigation. 
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Table 5: Summary of literature for PCP induced mode of cell death in different cell lines. 

Mode of 
cell death 

Cell line Factors implicated/Additional comments Reference 

Apoptosis 

Rat CGNs (neurons) 
Caspase-3 and-8 and Bad, glutathione and cell cycle 

factors, p53 
Folch et al.50 

Vero cells (monkey kidney 

epithelial cells)  

Lysosome destabilisation, mitochondrial dysfunction, 

condensed and fragmented nuclei  

Fernandez Freire 

et al.317 

Jurkat T cells (human 

lymphocyte) 

Apoptosis was suppressed by p38 and MAPK/ERK kinase 

inhibitors 
Wispriyono et al.262 

Primary fish hepatocytes 
DNA laddering, caspase activation, Ca2+, Mg2+-ATPase, 

ROS, Δᴪm, ATP depletion, and GSH 
Dong et al.298  

Primary mouse splenocytes 
ERK activation, ROS, Δᴪm, DNA fragmentation, caspase-

3, PARP-1 
Chen et al.203 

Panc-1 and MIA PaCa-2 

(human pancreatic cancer) 
Caspase, cathepsin B, Δᴪm, NF-B/p65, JNK, AKT Schaefer et al.296 

Necrosis 

Rat neurons, kidney and liver Morphological changes Villena et al.318 

L929 cells (mouse fibroblast) Non-apoptotic DNA fragments Chen et al.297 

Chang liver (human liver) and T 

24 (human bladder carcinoma) 

CAS gene (downregulated). No changes in other 

molecules examined 
Wang et al.300 

Mouse livers (in vivo) Liver specific parameters Umemura et al.319 

Rat sertoli cells (testes cells) Morphological changes Yang et al.291 
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Exposure of cells to TCBQ resulted in classical apoptosis manifestations, namely PS 

presentation in the absence of membrane compromisation (Annexin V+/PI-), 

pronounced caspase-3 activation, and DNA fragmentation. The occurrence of 

membrane permeation in Annexin V+/PI+ cells were likely cells in a late stage of 

apoptosis, as, in the absence of phagocytes, the membrane of apoptotic cells 

becomes porous and allows for PI penetration, whilst still expressing PS. Apoptotic 

cell death due to TCBQ is consistent with literature, which, unlike for PCP, is in 

relatively high agreement of apoptosis across different cell lines.264,265,320-322 The 

large increase in caspase-3 activation observed in the present study indicates a 

caspase dependent onset of apoptosis via either intrinsic or extrinsic pathways. Hu et 

al. found that both pathways contributed to TCBQ induced apoptosis in PC 12 cells. 

Similar to the present study, they found an increase in caspase-3, Δᴪm reduction, 

and reported apoptosis to be ROS dependent.320 Intrinsic-extrinsic crosstalk was 

found to be a result of BH3 interacting-domain death agonist (Bid). Here, Fas caused 

Fas-associated protein with death domain (FADD) to activate caspase-8. This in turn 

either directly activated caspase-3, or cleaved Bid, which caused reduced Δᴪm and 

subsequent cyt c release and intrinsic activation of caspase-3. Since this process 

was found to be ROS dependent, it is possible that a similar cascade may have 

occurred in the present study. Liu et al. further supported ROS-mediated extrinsic 

apoptosis as a result of FADD and subsequent caspase-3 and -8 activation.321 This 

particular study implicated ER stress, DR5, and PARP-1 cleavage in TCBQ induced 

apoptosis. In their 2017 study, they further identified roles of protein disulfide 

isomerase (PDI) and Bcl-2 homologous antagonist/killer (Bak) in mitochondrial 

membrane permeabilization leading to apoptosis.322 Fu et al. found the upregulation 

of inflammatory cytokines (including TNF) in TCBQ-induced apoptotic PC12 cells as 

a result of nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) 

signalling, which indicates inflammatory response and extrinsic apoptosis 

signalling.323 Roles of TNF and NF-κB have also been implicated in neuronal 

synaptic plasticity,324 thus the possibility exists that the dysregulation of these factors 

may contribute to cell cycle disruption and apoptosis caused by TCBQ, however this 

would require further investigation. A moderate amount of evidence is therefore in 

support of extrinsic apoptotic mechanisms of TCBQ, particularly in PC12 cells, 

however this may not necessarily translate to mature human neurons or similar such 

cell lines. An exception to the generally consistent mode of cell death across cell 
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lines was found by Ling et al., who noted apoptosis and caspase-3 activation in one 

breast cancer cell line (MCF-7), and in contrast, necrotic like cell death in another of 

breast cancer origin (SK-Br-3).325 This difference was ascribed to cell line specific 

ROS tolerability, where the more sensitive cell line underwent necrosis due to a 

reduced capability of coping with ROS insults.  

Exposure of cells to TCHQ presented with an interesting case, as it was able to 

induce either predominantly apoptotic (fate 1) or necrotic like cell death (fate 2). It 

was noted that populations predominantly undergoing apoptosis resulted in a lower 

decrease in viable cells, indicating it to be the less potent outcome. Death by 

apoptosis is considered a more contained form of demise,78 and while cells in culture 

will tend to send apoptotic signalling to neighbouring cells, this signalling is often not 

as detrimental to surrounding cells as that of spilt content originating from necrotic 

cells.326 This may have accounted for the greater magnitude of cell death observed in 

fate 2. In vivo, apoptotic cells are engulfed by phagocytes before their membrane 

becomes porous,327 however late stage apoptotic cells in vitro become pervious to PI 

in the absence of phagocytes.192 The large increase in Annexin V+/PI+ cells in fate 2 

may consist partially of late apoptotic cells (concomitant with the process proposed 

below), especially if a large number of cells were in G2/M cell cycle phase near the 

start of TCHQ exposure, as cell death would occur more rapidly in such cells 

considering the G2/M block observed. 

Bearing in mind the increase in caspase-3 activity and DNA fragmentation, Annexin 

V-/PI+ cells, as well as oxidative stress factors, it is likely that the bulk of the Annexin 

V+/PI+ population comprised of cells for which apoptosis was initiated, and 

subsequently switched to necrosis. This process may have occurred in a similar 

fashion to PCP, with the exception that apoptosis was not avoided in TCHQ fate 1. 

The occurrence of two different fates between biological repeats indicates that 

exposure to TCHQ brought cells to the cusp of the apoptosis/necrosis line. The fact 

that cell cycle was not synchronised may have somewhat contributed to the 

difference between the two fates. Fate 2 may have occurred in cells starting closer to 

the G2/M phase, as the longer cells remain blockaded at this phase, the more 

susceptible they are to undergo necrosis than other cell cycle blocks.283 Cell cycle 

data for TCHQ could not be divided into distinct apoptosis and necrosis data sets, as 

mode of cell death and cell cycle analysis cannot be run simultaneously, thus 
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apoptotic and necrotic populations could not be distinguished within cell cycle 

analysis. In lieu of this, larger error was noted for the TCHQ sub-G1 fraction after    

48 h than other test compounds, which may correspond to different survival rates 

related to the different fates of TCHQ exposed cells. Error for other cell cycle phases 

of TCHQ exposed cells was however similar to other compounds, indicating that the 

defining factor for apoptosis-necrosis switch would be downstream of observed cell 

cycle effects. An additional contributing factor, is the possibility of dual cytotoxic and 

antiproliferative activity, (which may apply to PCP and TCBQ as well), which is 

indicated as not all treatments incurred a 50% reduction in cell viability. The precise 

underlying cause for these differences would however require further investigation. 

The presence of PI permeated cells with the absence of Annexin V-FITC indicates 

that necrotic-like effects were not only the result of advanced apoptosis, but definite 

occurrence of primary necrosis. The propensity for cells to differentially undergo 

apoptosis or necrosis as a result of TCHQ exposure has been previously described 

in splenocytes.203 This switch implicated similar characteristics as found in the 

present study, including caspase-3, ROS and Δᴪm factors. The study ascribed the 

switch to ROS effects arising due to prolonged extracellular signal-regulated kinase 

(ERK) activation, as well as PARP-1 signalling, indicating similar mechanisms to 

those proposed for PCP induced necrosis. Implications of both ERK and PARP-1 in 

cell cycle have been reported in literature.328,329 Wispriyono et al. further implicated 

the role of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signalling, including that of ERK 

in TCHQ induced cell death in Jurkat T cells, however this mode of cell death was 

constrained to apoptosis.262 Here, ERK, p38 and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) were 

phosphorylated, leading to cell death. The same study however found no such 

phosphorylation upon PCP treatment, thus the MAPK pathway may contribute to the 

difference in necrosis susceptibility. The MAPK pathway is regulated by PARP-1,329 

and PARP-1 may also inhibit caspase mediated apoptosis and induce necrosis upon 

severe ATP depletion.330 Differential effects of PCP and TCHQ on PARP-1 activity 

may therefore determine cell fates, however the precise effects and cross-talk 

between these factors would require further investigation. Wang et al. also noted 

similar differences between TCHQ and PCP as in the present study, wherein partial 

apoptosis was observed following TCHQ exposure, while PCP yielded cell death 

more characteristic of necrosis.300 This, however, was not observed in the evaluation 

of a second cell line, indicating effects to be cell line specific. 
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The results of the present study indicate that cells exposed to TCHQ are more 

resistant to ROS, and exposure to the different compounds yield complex molecular 

interactions, creating different environments which confer differential likelihoods of 

cells succumbing to apoptosis or necrosis under ATP depletion insults. The higher 

IC50 of PCP suggest the possibility of resistance to cell death completion, until 

eventually the extent of cellular damage initiates necrosis, while cells exposed to 

TCHQ may be capable of dying by apoptosis until a threshold (presumably cell cycle 

dependent ROS or ATP levels) is reached.   

 

4.4. Reactive oxygen species, mitochondrial membrane potential, and 
reduced glutathione content 

The crosstalk between ROS, Δᴪm, and GSH is essential for cellular defence against 

toxic exogenous compounds, and is frequently implicated in the initiation and 

orchestration of cell death.135 Exposure to PCP resulted in increased ROS after 48 h, 

while Δᴪm was reduced after 4 h, indicating that effects occurred first in the 

mitochondria. This timing indicates that the initial cause of ROS increase was due to 

the leakage of electrons from a compromised mitochondrial membrane, which 

subsequently reacted with oxygen to form ROS. This, as opposed to the inverse: 

Δᴪm reduction as a result of ROS-induced mitochondrial damage. Although the 

initiation of ROS-Δᴪm events occurred in the mitochondria, the resultant increased 

production of ROS would create a vicious cycle of further Δᴪm reduction and ROS 

production.331 Pentachlorophenol is known to uncouple oxidative phosphorylation, a 

process which may recruit uncoupling proteins or adenine nucleotide translocase.332 

This process may allow for inappropriate passage of protons to the mitochondrial 

matrix, thus impairing ATP production, as well as electron leakage through a 

permeabilized mitochondrial membrane,333 which would cause the observed 

reduction in Δᴪm. A permeated mitochondrial membrane would result in the release 

of apoptosis signalling factors such as cyt c, SMAC, and apoptosis inducing factor 

among others, which further induce a cascade leading to cell death, often including 

caspase activation.144  

Fernandez Fiere et al. attributed lysosome destabilisation to PCP-induced disruption 

of mitochondrial function,317 which may explain the observed necrotic cell death, as 
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this mechanism is commonly associated with necrosis.334 The uncoupling of 

oxidative phosphorylation and mitochondrial dysfunction arising from PCP exposure 

may result in an impaired ability for ATP production, favouring necrosis to apoptosis, 

as postulated earlier in mode of cell death. The ability of PCP to bind mitochondrial 

respiratory complex II (succinate dehydrogenase) has been demonstrated,335,336 and 

the inhibition of this complex may contribute to diminished ATP production. Nnodu et 

al. found depleted ATP upon PCP exposure to natural killer cells,337 however this 

occurrence, and its link to mitochondrial events, would require confirmation in 

neuronal cells. Nonetheless, the role of mitochondrial disruption in cytotoxic effects of 

PCP has been described in a number of instances,50,298,338,339 and is confirmed for 

SH-SY5Y cells in the present study. 

Electrons leaked from the compromised mitochondrial membrane would have the 

ability react with oxygen to form superoxide anions, which would subsequently be 

catalysed to H2O2 by superoxide dismutase (SOD).340 Hydrogen peroxide would 

constitute the observed increase in ROS, as this is the species primarily measured 

by DCFDA, however other species may have been concurrently present, as DCFDA 

is not necessarily exclusively oxidised by the presence of H2O2.204 Upregulation of 

SOD has been reported in PCP exposed cells,50 which provides support for this 

particular ROS conversion pathway. The arise of ROS would not only augment Δᴪm 

reduction by exerting various forces of mitochondrial damage, but also inflict damage 

in other cell areas. Hydrogen peroxide is not as reactive as other ROS (e.g. hydroxyl 

radicals), which allows it to be preserved by the time it reaches the DNA, upon which 

it is able to exert a plethora of mutations and strand breaks.341 The infliction of DNA 

damage is a strong potentiator for cell death and cell cycle disruption, and 

insurmountable damage, coupled with further cellular damage and mitochondria-

derived cell death signalling, may result in cell death through a multitude of 

mechanistic pathways. Reactive oxygen species have been implicated in PCP-

induced cell death for a number cell lines,28,261,298,338,342,343 the attenuation of which 

may serve as a possible therapeutic target for PCP exposure. The application of 

antioxidants such as NAC has been reported to ameliorate cell death in vitro,28,203 

however antioxidant treatment or prevention strategies would require refinement and 

evaluation in vivo. 
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A further factor to be considered in mitochondrial and ROS related cell death cross-

talk is GSH, which is a key modulator of cellular redox homeostasis,344 and the 

depletion of which was observed for PCP. This molecule serves to regulate ROS 

levels through the donation of an electron from a thiol group, which is accepted by 

ROS, rendering it neutralised and unable to exert oxidative stress.345 Excess ROS 

causes GSH depletion, as cellular GSH pools are reduced by ROS to GSSG, leaving 

the cell vulnerable to unchecked ROS effects. Alternatively or additionally, GSH may 

be depleted by direct reduction by exogenous compounds, or through impaired GSH 

production, allowing ROS to accumulate and initiate cell death signalling.151 Although 

such signalling is putatively derived from ROS and mitochondrial membrane 

permeation, initiation of apoptosis signalling due to a more direct result of GSH 

depletion has been reported.136 In the absence of sufficient GSH, other antioxidant 

mechanisms may be recruited in an attempt at ROS management. Upregulation of 

catalase, which an enzyme that protects against ROS, has been described for 

PCP,343,346 suggesting ROS to overwhelm GSH regulatory abilities. Similar to the 

present study, decreased GSH has been reported as a result of PCP exposure in 

hepatocytes,298,343 however GSH levels had not previously been directly examined in 

neuronal cells. Folch et al. did not directly assess GSH levels, but investigated the 

effect of PCP on antioxidant related genes in rat neurons.50 They found an 

upregulation of the gene responsible for glutathione S-transferase, an enzyme which 

aids GSH-mediated detoxification, as well as cell death signalling via MAPK 

pathway. The possibility of MAPK signalling is however somewhat refuted by Chen et 

al., who found no change in ERK activation upon PCP exposure.203 In addition to 

enabling ROS accumulation and possible cell death signalling, GSH disruption also 

has implications for cell cycle. The presence of GSH is involved in the regulation of 

DNA synthesis, and is essential for progression to S phase,347 thus the decrease in 

GSH observed in the present study may contribute to the accumulation of cells in G1 

phase. 

Exposure of cells to TCBQ resulted in fairly similar effects on ROS, Δᴪm and GSH 

as PCP, with the exception that ROS increased earlier, at 24 h as opposed to 48 h. 

This indicates faster acting mechanisms for TCBQ in terms of ROS production. The 

earlier increase in ROS for TCBQ (and TCHQ) may be linked to cell cycle, as effects 

on cell cycle also appeared earlier for metabolite exposure, however it is unknown 
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whether different effects on cell cycle caused different timing in ROS increases or 

visa versa. It is unlikely that ROS and cell cycle changes were merely coincidental, 

as ROS is closely associated with cell cycle. Under normal circumstances, ROS 

increases gradually throughout cell cycle progression,348 and  the dysregulation of 

either system may in turn disrupt the other, and when the impact is severe enough, 

lead to cell death.149 In the present study, apoptotic mechanisms of cells exposed to 

TCBQ were evidently more capable of coping with resultant ROS insults, despite the 

earlier appearance thereof. Unlike for PCP, ROS-related MAPK signalling has been 

described for TCBQ,323,349 the downstream events of which, while not capable of 

preventing ultimate cell demise, may contribute to preservation of apoptotic 

machinery functioning. Specifically, Su et al. noted the involvement of JNK signalling 

in the activation of nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (Nrf2) in TCBQ exposed 

cells.349 This is a protein involved in the regulation of antioxidant enzyme expression, 

and is active upon accumulation within the nucleus.350 Su et al. found nuclei levels of 

Nrf2 to be increased due to JNK signalling upon TCHQ exposure. In addition, nuclear 

Nrf2 was increased due to Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) ubiquination, 

and BTB and CNC homolog 1 (Bach1) inactivation, which allows for Nrf2 entry into 

the nucleus.349 It is therefore possible that enhanced antioxidant enzyme 

transcription by Nrf2 may promote more competent ROS regulation attempts, 

however extended Δᴪm decrease, coupled with continued ROS production lead to 

eventual cell death in the form of apoptosis.  

An early event in TCHQ exposure was decreased Δᴪm, which was recovered after 

24 h, and again diminished after 48 h. This transient Δᴪm recovery may be a further 

contributor to ultimate cell fate, where, if mitochondrial functioning is recovered for 

long enough, sufficient ATP may be produced to see apoptosis through to 

completion, while a shorter recovery period may eventuate necrosis due to 

insufficient ATP production. Recovery of Δᴪm has been reported to protect cells 

against necrosis,351 however this particular concept has not been previously explored 

in TCHQ toxicity. Endpoint Δᴪm decreases have however been reported for TCHQ, 

and similar to the present study, has also been linked to increased ROS 

production.28,203,338,352 The relatively low levels of Δᴪm reduction compared to other 

compounds may suggest additional mitochondria-independent pathways affecting 

ROS production, such a through peroxisomes, ER stress, or activation of death 
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receptor pathways.142 The production of ROS as a by-product of spontaneous 

conversion of TCHQ may considered, although this has not been described in 

literature. An unexpected result of TCHQ was the increase in GSH. Increased GSH 

is usually associated with increased cell proliferation,353 however its role in toxicity 

has been discovered in the form of reductive stress.354 Less common than oxidative 

stress, this process has to the potential to exert pathological effects by 

inappropriately reducing cellular components due to the altered redox status of 

elevated GSH levels.355 Increased GSH may have arisen due to either an 

overreaction to ROS production, dysregulated GSH synthesis, or a combination 

thereof. Two key modulators of GSH synthesis are glutamate cysteine ligase, and 

GSH synthetase, and are regulated by Nrf2, NF-κB, as well as antioxidant response 

element, and the upregulation of which may result in increased GSH and subsequent 

reductive stress.356 In addition, glutathione reductase, which catalyses the 

conversion of GSSG to GSH may have been recruited to a similar effect. Although 

increased GSH would confer enhanced antioxidant activity against ROS, a 

paradoxical effect of further increased ROS production has been recently discovered. 

Korge et al. demonstrated that ROS is produced in an environment of reductive 

stress due to leaked electrons from glutathione reductase and thioredoxin reductase, 

which are subsequently accepted by oxygen to form ROS in the absence of 

appropriate electron acceptors such as GSSG.357 This ROS increase, accompanied 

by ROS derived from other processes such as mitochondrial damage, results in a net 

increase in ROS despite greater antioxidant activity, thereby switching toxic actions 

from reductive to oxidative stress.358 The period whereupon this switch occurred may 

have constituted the Δᴪm recovery observed in the present study if redox status was 

transiently neutralised. The length of this period may have been the determining 

factor for the amount of ATP produced and subsequent cell fate. An alternative 

hypothesis for increased GSH may be that there was an impaired ability of GSH to 

reduce ROS, or an adaptive response to protect against insults. Levels of GSH are 

not uniform with different cellular compartments, but are differentially distributed, with 

unique synthesis and transport processes.359 Mitochondrial GSH pools, for example, 

arise from cytosolic GSH import, as de novo synthesis does not occur within this 

compartment.360 Localisation of ROS and GSH in different compartments may have 

presented as overall increases, as the assays used cannot discriminate locations of 

increase. Their separation would render increased GSH ineffective if residing in a 
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different compartment, particularly if mitochondrial transport is impaired. Although 

this possibility should be considered, the first explanation seems the more likely 

scenario. The concept of reductive stress complicates the possibility of antioxidant 

treatment options, as such treatment, while protecting against PCP and TCBQ, may 

potentiate effects of TCHQ. This further highlights the differences in mode of action 

between the three compounds. 

 

4.5. Acetylcholinesterase activity 

4.5.1. Ellman esterase assay 

The decrease in AChE activity between DMSO and the negative control was 

expected, as DMSO is known to inhibit AChE.361 This phenomenon was negated 

from test compound assessment however as they were compared against DMSO 

values and not the negative control. The only test compound to exert activity against 

AChE was TCHQ, of which the Ellman IC50 was higher than the corresponding 

cytotoxic IC50. This suggests that cytotoxic effects would occur at lower 

concentrations before neurotransmitter irregularities would arise, however this would 

require further validation in vivo. Although the Ellman IC50 was higher, it was not 

vastly departed from the corresponding cytotoxic IC50, thus at chronic concentrations, 

cytotoxic and neurotransmitter effects may quickly overlap and compound one 

another to produce greater overall neurotoxicity. Inhibition of AChE would result in an 

accumulation of ACh as the enzyme is rendered unable to hydrolyse it into acetate 

and choline, causing extended activation of its cognate receptors.156 No previous 

studies have explored TCHQ inhibition of AChE, however other pesticides such as 

carbamates and organophosphates are known to inhibit AChE. While both pesticide 

classes exert similar acute AChE inhibition effects, binding carbamates reversibly 

may serve in a limited therapeutic capacity,362 while long term organophosphate 

binding becomes irreversible, causing neurotoxic effects.363 The reversibility of 

TCHQ binding would clarify its role in ACh effects, and would require longer term 

enzymatic studies, however it is suspected to be irreversible. Reversible AChE 

inhibitors are used as AD drugs,163 and it is somewhat paradoxical that pesticides 

have been to linked to AD onset.304 It is possible that chronic persistence of 

concentrations high enough to inhibit AChE, yet low enough to avert poisoning 
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symptoms mimic therapeutic effects of reversible AChE inhibitors during the process 

of cell cycle disruption. This may lead to insidious AD onset, masked by AD drug 

mimicry, with symptoms only appearing upon advanced late stage neurological 

changes. This possibility is supported by AD occurring in individuals after extended 

chronic exposure to low doses of pesticide.364 The effects of PCP, and in particular 

its metabolite TCHQ, has previously been vastly unexplored, and the findings of the 

present study simultaneously sheds new light and sets a platform for further 

investigation of the area. 

 

4.5.2. In silico assessment 

Pentachlorophenol has the ability to bind acetate at the PCP hydroxyl group to form 

pentachlorophenol-acetate.365 The consideration of this ability, along with critical 

evaluation of the molecular reactions involved in the Ellman esterase assay (Figure 

8), was initially thought to be a possible confounding factor of the assay, however led 

to the development of a hypothesis to explain AChE inhibition at a molecular level.  

It was hypothesised that normal ACh cleavage would yield acetate, which would bind 

PCP, and the acetate conjugate acted upon by AChE in an attempt to cleave it into 

its original counterparts, thus diverting AChE activity from its normal cleaving action 

on ACh (Figure 36). This was predicted since AChE cleaves ACh at the connecting 

oxygen, and may attempt to exert similar catalytic tendencies on an analogous 

site.366 Additional support for this theory is provided in that the active site gorge of 

AChE is rich in amino acids containing aromatic rings, and thus would provide 

opportunity for binding of another aromatic ring (a property of PCP and its 

metabolites) via pi-pi interactions.367 Although PCP showed no activity at the 

concentrations tested in the Ellman esterase assay of this study, it has been reported 

to inhibit AChE at much higher concentrations,368 and thus it was hypothesised that a 

similar mechanism may be at play in TCHQ inhibition of AChE, as this molecule 

possesses two hydroxyl groups to which acetate may bind. Another possibility 

considered was that the normal ACh cleavage produces choline, the hydroxyl group 

of which would also have the potential to bind a TCHQ hydroxyl group, resulting in a 

water molecule as a by-product. All possibilities of acetate or choline binding to one 
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or both hydroxyl groups of TCHQ were considered, as well as the PCP hydroxyl 

group for completeness and comparison purposes (Table 2).  

In general, ligands with acetate (PCP-Ac, TCHQ-Ac and Ac-TCHQ-Ac) seemed to 

exhibit better binding energies, with lower maximums than those containing choline, 

suggesting greater binding affinity attributed to acetate bound aromatic rings. This 

suggests relative incompatibility for AChE active site binding for choline bound 

molecules due to structural disagreement. This observation is however speculative, 

and requires further investigation, as binding energy differences observed between 

these ligands were not particularly large. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Theorised molecular mechanism of TCHQ inhibition of AChE. 
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The amino acids TRP 84, PHE 330, and TYR 334 appeared to play an integral role in 

the binding of docked ligands with lower binding energies. The docked ligands with 

the lowest binding energies were positioned in parallel with TRP 84 and PHE 330. 

Since these amino acids, as well as docked ligands contained aromatic moieties, pi-

pi interactions likely constituted the primary binding effect.369 The central role of this 

interaction is further consolidated by docked ligands with higher binding energies 

being far removed from these moieties. Pi-pi interactions may occur in either parallel 

or t-shaped capacities,370 and the positioning of TYR 334 was representative of the 

latter. The conformation of the three mentioned amino acids appeared to form a 

pocket in which the docked ligands with lower binding energies resided, and was a 

similar molecular phenomenon to that of original bound ligands. TRP 84 has been 

identified as a critical amino acid in the binding specificity and function of AChE, and 

may confer not only pi-pi interactions, but also London and van der Waal 

interactions.371 The binding of a compatible ligand in close proximity to TRP 84 

provides a strong platform for AChE inhibition. The relationship between TRP 84 and 

AChE inhibitors was described for carbamates, where the more proximal the ligand 

to TRP 84, the higher the inhibition constant was, indicating greater potency.372  

Binding of ligands proximal to TRP 84 may also alter the orientation of its indole 

moiety, thereby modifying the cysteine loop of the active site, ultimately impeding 

ACh access.373 In addition, superposition of ACh with docked ligands of lower 

binding energies revealed overlap of the two molecules within the active site, 

suggesting mutual exclusivity. It is possible that this may account for inhibitory action 

of TCHQ (and PCP at high very concentrations), as inaccessibility of ACh to the 

AChE active site would disallow normal ACh cleavage. Docked ligands with higher 

binding energies did not overlap with ACh upon superimposition, but did reside at the 

entrance of the active site gorge, a pose which would also impair ACh access. These 

assumptions, however, require further confirmation of both the presence, and activity 

of the hypothesised structural analogues in vitro in order to attribute this mechanism 

to PCP and TCHQ AChE inhibitory activity with confidence.  

A binding energy of less than -9 is generally considered a good binding energy, and 

the lower the binding energy, the greater binding affinity is assumed, indicating 

greater potency of the inhibitor.374 Although none of the docked ligands reached a 

binding energy of less than -9, this does not necessarily confer very low binding 
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affinity as the molecules assessed were small, and lower binding energies are more 

biased toward larger molecules.375 Consideration of ligand size lends to the inference 

of modest binding affinities for docked ligands with binding energies approaching -9. 

For TCHQ, a modest binding affinity of its structural analogue may correspond with 

the modest AChE inhibitory activity found in the Ellman esterase assay.  

A surprising result of molecular docking was that PCP-Ac yielded relatively low 

binding energies despite no inhibitory activity of the original compound, PCP, in the 

Ellman esterase assay. As mentioned earlier, PCP is able to inhibit AChE activity at 

very high concentrations, thus it is possible for the discrepancy to be attributed to the 

likelihood of ligand formation. The present AChE inhibitory activity hypothesis relies 

on PCP or TCHQ binding acetate or choline. Such binding depends on collision 

theory and chemical kinetics, where molecules randomly collide with one another, 

and subsequent binding only occurring upon successful collision under favourable 

conditions.376 The presence of two hydroxyl groups in TCHQ increases the 

probability of acetate or choline successfully colliding with one of these groups when 

compared to that of PCP with only one hydroxyl group. Structural analogues of 

TCHQ hypothesised to inhibit AChE are therefore more likely to occur, thus lower 

concentrations of TCHQ would be required to give rise to the same AChE inhibitory 

capacity as PCP. The same concept may be applied to the lack of AChE inhibitory 

activity observed for TCBQ. This molecule contains no hydroxyl groups favourable of 

binding acetate or choline, but contains two carbonyl groups, the doubled bonded 

oxygen of which is more stable and unreactive. The probability of TCBQ binding 

acetate or choline without catalytic intervention is therefore extremely low, and the 

occurrence of structural analogues fitting with the proposed hypothesis of AChE 

inhibitory action would be implausible. 

The use of PDB files with pre-bound ligands to direct ligand poses and binding has 

the potential to convey false positives, where in reality, binding may not actually 

occur.172 Although this potential exists, if the hypothesised structural analogues are 

indeed present, it is then unlikely to be the case for TCHQ as the experimental in 

vitro Ellman esterase assay indicated inhibitory activity toward AChE. If a false 

positive were the case, it is more likely that no activity would have been noted in 

experiment. No activity was observed for PCP in the present study, and while a false 

positive is possible, it is not thought likely due to the explanation in the previous 
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paragraph. The likelihood of false positives would be more robustly predicted upon 

further in vitro investigation of the docked analogues. This highlights the advantage 

of complimentary in silico and experimental assessment methods for the validation of 

results obtained.  

While molecular docking provides an indication of binding affinity for a ligand to a 

receptor, it does not give insight into a ligand’s behaviour within the receptor and 

surrounding environment. If a ligand is able to bind a receptor, but is not able to hold 

its position, the binding may not translate into activity in reality.377 An MD simulation 

was thus employed to assess the stability of selected docked ligands. PCP-Ac and 

Ac-TCHQ-Ac appeared to reside with fair stability within receptors 1ut6 and 1qti, 

respectively, indicating that binding would be maintained when solvent, temperature 

and pressure are accounted for. Despite this, their relative average binding energies 

were much lower than their original ligand counterparts. These original ligands were 

galanthamine and a tacrine derivative, which are much more potent AChE inhibitors 

than PCP and TCHQ based on concentrations required for inhibition,378 which may 

explain the lower binding energies. The higher average binding energies once again 

correspond with modest AChE inhibitory activity observed in experimental 

assessment. Overall, in silico assessment does not refute the hypothesised 

molecular mechanism of AChE inhibitory activity of TCHQ, but provides some 

preliminary support for it. First evidence for, or the lack of evidence against a new 

hypothesis does not however cement it to be true. The translation of results from the 

hypothesised structural analogues to the original pesticide compounds is limited, and 

as the presence of these analogues is not known, this renders the proposed 

mechanism somewhat speculative. This does, however, provide a basis for further 

research into the AChE inhibitory activity of PCP and TCHQ, and is the first known 

proposition of possible mechanisms at a molecular level. 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion 

Each of the three compounds exhibited different mechanisms leading to different 

modes of cell death. The parent compound, PCP, was the least potent, while its 

metabolite TCBQ was the most potent. Pentachlorophenol induced necrotic cell 

death, which occurred due to an overload of apoptotic machinery as a result of 

mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress. This was indicated by compromised 

cell membrane, slight increase in caspase-3 activity, an increase in ROS, and 

decreases in GSH and Δᴪm. Compromised mitochondrial membrane integrity 

initiated oxidative stress leading to apoptosis in cells exposed to TCBQ, which was 

evident by PS presentation, increased ROS and caspase-3 activity, and decreased 

GSH and Δᴪm. Treatment with TCHQ resulted in a few interesting findings, where 

one of two fates occurred. Either apoptosis or necrosis ensued, presumably 

depending on the extent of recovery of depleted Δᴪm and resultant sufficiency of 

ATP available for apoptosis completion, which may have been influenced by the 

switch from reductive to oxidative stress. Transient Δᴪm recovery was indicated by 

Δᴪm decreases at 4 and 48 h, while Δᴪm at 24 h was not depleted. Reductive stress 

was indicated by increased GSH, and subsequent oxidative stress by increased 

ROS. In addition, each compound exerted different effects on cell cycle, where PCP 

induced a G1 block, TCBQ an S-phase block, and THCQ a G2/M block, with 

substantial cell death observed in the sub-G1 phase. A summary of pathways of 

toxicity for each compound is depicted in Figure 37. These results bring to light new 

evidence for neurotoxic effects of PCP and its metabolites in vitro, and highlight the 

importance of assessing metabolites in conjunction with the parent compound, as 

extrapolation of effects cannot be assumed from the parent alone. 

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitory activity was demonstrated for TCHQ, while no activity 

was observed for PCP and TCBQ at concentrations tested. In silico investigation 

gave first evidence for a new hypothesis of TCHQ AChE inhibition at a molecular 

level, and sets a platform for further investigation not only for the compounds of the 

present study, but for other pesticides as well. These results indicate the potential for 

neurotoxicity in chronically exposed populations, and indicate that greater 

environmental remediation of PCP should be undertaken in order to prevent 

exposure and adverse effects. 
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Figure 37: Summary of pathways of PCP, TCBQ and TCHQ. 
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Chapter 6:  Limitations to the study and future research 

While the present study provides valuable insight into mechanisms of toxicity in 

neuronal cells, the study was conducted in vitro and in silico, and the extent to which 

this data can be extrapolated to in vivo context is limited. In addition, the use of a 

cancerous cell line may further confound true representation of mechanisms, as 

there are distinct differences between cancerous and non-cancerous cells. 

Furthermore, the cell line used lacks maturity markers, 3D architecture, and synaptic 

connections found within a mature neuronal network. Further investigation in vivo is 

required to confirm these findings. The concept of autophagy as a mode of cell death 

was also not addressed in the present study. This could be a pertinent component of 

future work, as well as PCR based experiments to determine roles of specific genes 

and proteins. Inferences made, particularly regarding apoptosis-necrosis switch and 

the pathways thereof may be speculative, and therefore also require confirmation. 

Investigation on the effects of the compounds on cellular energetic would be helpful 

for clarification. It should also be noted that the relative ratios of each compound, 

particularly the metabolites, within the human body are currently unknown, and 

requires elucidation to determine the relative contribution of each compound to 

neurotoxic effects. A limitation regarding the in silico assessment conducted in this 

study was that the presence of the hypothesised structural analogues of PCP and 

TCHQ were not known. Confirmation of their presence is required, as well as further 

confirmation of the hypothesis via in vitro methods, additional in silico research, or x-

ray crystallography among other research avenues. The techniques used for the 

assessment of this hypothesis may also be employed for investigation of other 

compounds implicated in AChE inhibitor poisoning. 
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Appendix II: Reagents and preparation 

2,2'-Azobis(2-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride (AAPH) 

AAPH was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), and a 400 mM stock 

solution was prepared by dissolving 10.8 mg in 0.1 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted 

and stored at -80°C. 

2,7-Dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFDA) 

DCFDA was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 10 mM stock solution 

was prepared by dissolving 4.9 mg powder in 1 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted and 

stored at -80°C. 

Acetic acid  

Glacial acetic acid was purchased from Saarchem (Gauteng, South Africa), and 

prepared to 1% by adding 10 mL with 1000 mL distilled water. 

Acetylthiocholine iodide (ATChI) 

Acetylthiocholine iodide was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A fresh 

15 mM stock was prepared before the start of each experiment by adding 9.8 mg to 

2.25 mL water. Powder ATChI was stored at -20°C. 

Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) 

Acetylcholinesterase from Electrophorus electricus (electric eel) type VI-S was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 200 U/mL stock solution was 

prepared by dissolving 120 µg AChE in 100 µL distilled water. Stock was aliquoted 

and stored at -20°C. 

Annexin V-FITC  

Annexin V-FITC stain was purchased in liquid form from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

USA). No dilutions of stock were made. 

Annexin V-FITC binding buffer  

Annexin V-FITC binding buffer comprised of 10 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid (Hepes) (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM potassium 
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chloride (KCl), 5 mM MgCl2.6H2O and 2,5 mM calcium chloride (CaCl2), which were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). The buffer was prepared by 

dissolving 238.3 mg HEPES, 876.6 mg NaCl, 37.2 mg KCl, 47.6 mg MgCl2.6H2O, 

and 27.7 mg CaCl2 in 100 mL distilled water. The buffer was adjusted to pH 7.4 using 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and stored at 4°C. 

Caspase-3 assay buffer  

The caspase-3 assay buffer was prepared from an incomplete assay buffer 

containing 20 μM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA). For every 10 mL of incomplete assay buffer, 4 μl 2-mecaptoethanol, 100 μl 

50 μM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 5 μl 10 mM caspase-3 substrate 

was added. These products were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). 

Caspase-3 substrate 

N-Acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-7-amido-4-Methylcoumarin (Ac-DEVD-AMC) was 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 5 mM stock solution was prepared 

by dissolving 3.4 mg in 1 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted and stored at -80°C.   

Cell culture medium 

Ham’s F-12 nutrient mixture and DMEM were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, USA), and mixed at a 1:1 ratio. The cell culture medium contained 1% 

antibiotics (fungizone, streptomycin and penicillin G). Medium was supplemented 

with 10% FCS from The Scientific Group (Gauteng, South Africa) by adding 10 mL 

FCS for every 90 mL medium.  

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)  

DMSO was purchased from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany), and stored at 

room temperature. 

5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) 

A fresh 3 mM DTNB solution was prepared before each experiment by adding 13.4 

mg to 11.25 mL of Ellman esterase assay buffer C.  
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Ellman esterase assay buffers 

Three buffers were prepared for the Ellman esterase assay: 

- Buffer A: 50 mM Tris-HCl  was prepared by dissolving 63.04 mg Tris-HCl in 8 

mL distilled water. The buffer was adjusted to pH 8 with hydrochloric acid 

(HCl). 

- Buffer B: Consisted of Buffer A with and added 0.1% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA)). 

- Buffer C: Consisted of buffer A with the following salts added: 0.1 mM NaCl, 

and 0.02 M MgCl2.6H2O. The buffer was prepared by adding 26.9 mg NaCl 

and 18.7 mg MgCl2.6H2O to 4.6 mL buffer A. All buffers were stored at 4°C. 

Galanthamine 

Galanthamine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), and a 25 mM 

stock solution was prepared by dissolving 7.2 mg powder in 1 mL DMSO. Stock was 

aliquoted and stored at -20°C. 

JC-1 dye (5,5,’6,6’-tetrachloro-1,1,3,3’- tetraethylbenzimidazolylcarbocyanine iodide) 

JC-1 dye was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), and a 5 mg/mL 

solution prepared by dissolving 5 mg in 1 mL DMSO 

Caspase-3 lysis buffer  

The caspase-3 lysis buffer was prepared from an incomplete lysis buffer containing 

10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 2 mM EDTA and 5 mM CHAPS. For every 10 mL of 

incomplete buffer, 100 μL of 50 mM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), and 4 

μl 2-mecaptoethanol was added. These products were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). 

Monochlorobimane (MCB)  

Monochlorobimane was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 25 mM 

solution was prepared by dissolving 5 mg powder in 880 µL DMSO, and stored at -

80°C 

n-Ethylmaleimide (NEM)  
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n-Ethylmaleimide was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 50 mM 

solution was prepared by 6.3 mg in 1 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted and stored at -

80°C.  

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)  

Phosphate Buffered Saline was prepared from BBLTM FTA hemagglutination powder 

purchased from BD Bioscineces (Le Pont de Claix, France). One litre of distilled 

water had 9.23 g of the powder added to it. 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP)  

Pentachlorophenol was purchased from Chem Service (West Chester, USA) Lot: 

401-98B. A     100 mM stock solution was prepared by adding 40 mg powder to 1.5 

mL of 5% DMSO. Stock was aliquoted into silanized glass tubes and stored at -20°C, 

shielded from light. 

Phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) 

Phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). 

A 100 mM stock solution was prepared by dissolving 17.4 mg in 1 mL DMSO. Stock 

was aliquoted and stored at -80°C. 

Propidium iodide (PI)  

Propidium iodide powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 

stock of 100 µg/mL was prepared. 

Rotenone 

Rotenone was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), and a 600 µM stock 

was prepared by dissolving 4.7 mg in 2 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted and stored 

at -20°C. 

Staurosporine 

Staurosporine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), and a 2.14 mM 

stock solution was prepared by adding 1 mg to 1 mL DMSO. 
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Sulforhodamine B  

Sulforhodamine B stain was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 

0.057% solution was prepared by dissolving 57 mg in 100 mL 1% acetic acid. 

Tetrachloro-1,4-benzoquinone (TCBQ) (AKA P-Chloranil)  

TCBQ was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). A 100 mM stock solution 

was prepared by adding 36.9 mg powder to 1.5 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted into 

silanized glass tubes and stored at -20°C, shielded from light. 

Tetrachlorohydroquinone (TCHQ)  

TCHQ was purchased from Dr Ehrenstorfer, (Augsburg, Germany) via Industrial 

Analytical (PTY) LTD. A 100 mM stock solution was prepared by adding 37.2 mg 

powder to 1.5 mL DMSO. Stock was aliquoted into silanized glass tubes and stored 

at -20°C, shielded from light. 

Trichloroacetic acid (TCA)  

Trichloroacetic acid was purchased from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). A 

50% solution was prepared by dissolving 5 g in 10 mL distilled water 

Tris-base  

Tris-base powder was purchased from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany) and, 

for the purpose of the SRB assay, a solution was prepared by dissolving 2.42 g 

powder in a litre of distilled water 

TrypLE Express Enzyme 

TrypLE Express enzyme was purchased as a liquid from Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Massachusetts, United States). No dilutions were performed.  

  


